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ABSTRACT 
Liquid cooling of a three-by-three array of commercially available leadlcss chip carrier 
pad ages, mounted on a ceramic suhstrate was examined Baselinr:; data were obtained for 
cooling with pure dielectric liquids. The effects of addition of high thermal conductivity ceramic 
powder to the liquid were next examined, both for natural and forced circulation conditions 
Vertical and horizontal orientations were studied, for two different ~eramic particle types, and 
two different particle siz:e~ for each ceramic For a range of chip power levels, chip, 3LJb~trate and 
cold plate temperatures were measured. Interpretations for these data are provided A numeri<::al 
model was developed for the vertical geometry and (;ompared to the measurements obtained 
ill 
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A, STATEMENT OF PROBLEM. 
As the demand for faster yet smaller computers has grown, one physical limitation has 
been the heat removal capacity from the ~ystem. The search for effective thermal 
management techniques has expandt'd in recent years and is expected to continue as long 
as package sizes decreas.: and clock sp.:t'ds increast' . Thest' two factors comhine to 
dramatically increast' the heat flux seen by the package 
Historically, there has been a progression in the heat removal capacity that has 
matched or only slightly trailed the increase in the heat generation rate. Thus, thermal 
considerations hav.: generally had a secondary eftect in slowing the quest for grealer 
computational speed and reduced package size Today, though, the heal fluxes exceed 65 
watts/cm' and the capability to remove this heat flux is sorely challenged. Bar-Cohen 
[Ref 11 
Natural circulation air cooling was one of the first methods used to remove ht'a t. The 
advantages are obvious, air is vinually free and is usually found in abundanc.: . However, 
for higher heat loads and for applications with concern for airborne contaminant damage, 
natural convection may not be adequate or appropriate. Forced convection air cooling can 
provide increased heat removal capability. For many applications the pressure drop due to 
filtering is within acceptable ranges. Sloan [Ref 21 
Mezenq et.al [Ref 3] studied gas tluidized beds to improve heat transfer capabi li ty 
They demonstrated dramatic performance increases (heat transfer co efficient increase) by 
the use of small suspended sand or silica particles in an air stream, The bed exhibited a 
very high effective thermal conductivity with low dependence on panicle conductivity 
Situations arise, where either due to the heat load, or the environment. air is not a 
suitable candidate as the primary heat sink A number of techniques are currently being 
investigated for such applications They include conduction with indirect liquid cooling, 
use oflluid backplane and direct liquid immersion cooling 
One approach is the use of thermally conductive solids to transfer the heat to a cold 
fluid as exemplified by the water cooled piston structure of the mM Thermal Conduction 
Module A lower liquid side thermal resistance can be achieved hy utilizing a lUghly finned 
silicon or ceramic heat exchanger, The interface resistance between the clUp or package 
surface and the primary conductor poses the primary limitation on the thermal 
performance, Bergles and Bar Cohen [Ref 4] 
A second approach is the use ofa fluid backplane. This can reduce the interfacial 
resistance between the clUp and the coolant. The resistance can be entirely eliminated by 
making the cold plate an integral part of the module. KislUmoto and Osaki [Ref. 5] 
A third approach is the use of direct immersion cooling, Here, the electronic 
components are immersed in a dielectric liquid. Heat transfer in these situations can be 
either single phase or with a phase change. The coolant flow may be either natural or 
forced . Various fluorocarbon liquids available as Fluorinerts® (3M Corporation) have 
been used in this applicatiOil. Another variatiun is the use of mixtures of phase change 
particles and dielectric liquids to improve the heat transfer capabilities of the pure fiu id; 
Choi, et,al. [Ref 6] 
B. PREVIOUS RESEARCH fN fMl\tERSION COOLING 
The conduction interfacial resistance at the chip or package pla!.:es an upper bound on 
the attainable thermal performan!.:e of methods involving indirect liquid cooling. Baker 
[Ref 7] outlined the fundamentals ofinunersion cooling and reported the results ofa 
study using Freon - 113 and Dow Coming #200 silicone dielectric liquid to effectively 
coo l small heat sources, lnunersion cooling is currently commercially implemented in the 
Cray-2 supercomputer; Danielson, et. a!. [Ref 8] Other geometries have been 
investigated. One possible design is a liquid encapsulated module, similar to that studied 
by IBM. In this design, natural convection heat transfer carries the heat dissipated from 
the inunersed chips to a perfluorinated liquid and eventually to the enclosure walls; 
Bergles and Bar Cohen [Ref. 4]. Rdated !.:oncepts involve pool boiling at the chips 
investigated by Arata [Ref. 9] and/or condensation at the enclosure walls 
A number of studies of natural convection in geometries of interest to electronic 
cooling have recently been carried out. Joshi et.al. (Ref 10] presented tlow visualizations 
and component surface temperature measurements for natural !.:onvection cooling of a 
three by three array of discrete heated protrusions on the vert ical wall ofa rectangular 
enclosure filled with a dielectric liquid, Joshi et.at (Ref II] presented experimental 
studies ofthc heat transfer and flow characte ristics ora column of protruding heat sources 
on a vertical surface and within a vertical channel. Sathe and Joshi [Ref 121 reported 
results of a two -dimensional numerical investigation of natural convcction fl ow and heat 
transfe r arising fro m a protruding heat source on a vertical plate within an enclosure Joshi 
and Paje [Ref 13] reported experimental results of natural convection heat transfer from a 
commercially available leadless chip carrier package. Wroblewski and Joshi [Ref 141 
reported the results of a numerical investigation of the same leadless chip carrier package 
studied by Joshi and Paje 
The thermal properties offour Fluorinerts and water are shown in Table I-I 
Reference to Table 1-1 reveals these Fluorinerts to have low thermal conductivities, 
specifIC heats and latent heats of vaporization compared to water. The direct liquid 
cooling of electronic components necessitates the use of chcmically stable and inert , 
non-toxic liquids with high dielectric strength and high volumetric resistivity The nced for 
a fluid suitable for electronic circuit applications has constrained the choices to fluids 
which have poor thermal transport characteristics. The desire to improve the transport 
properties led to this study_ It examines the effect of particle additions to the Fluorinert 
liquids on their heat transfer characteristics. Also presented are measurements and 
numerical simulation of natural convection in pure liquids 
TABLE 1-1: THERvfOPHYSTCAL PROPERTIES OF SEVERAL LiQUIDS AT 
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C. OBJECTIVES 
rhe investigation reported here is a continuation of the studies conducted by Joshi et 
al. [Ref 10, II], Sathe and Joshi [Ref. 121, Joshi and Paje [Ref. 13 J and Wroblewski and 
Joshi [Ref 14]. The present study was conducted with a three by three array of lead less 
chip carrier packages mounted on a ceramic substrate which formed one wall ofa 
dielectric liquid fill ed enclosure. The first part investigated the effect of various ceramic 
particle loadings on overall heat transfer rates in two orientations, the (i) horizontal and 
(ii) vertical. Ceramics, particularly the nitrides, are a class of materials that combine many 
uset1ll features They have very high electrical resistivities, moderate densities and have 
exceptionally high thermal conductivities Table 1-2 shows the properties of some 
ceramics that were considered for this study, The present investigation studied the effect 
of powdered Boron Nitride (BN) and Aluminum Nitride (AlN) addit ions on the thermal 
transport characteristics ofFluorinert-75 (FC 75). During the course of the investigation, 
no enhancements were noted in the heat transfer rates as a result of the particle additions 
Extensive measurt'ments of heat transfer characteristics were made for various particle 
sizes and volume fractions The horizontal geometry was tested in natural circulation, 
natural circulation with external vibration, and forced circulation modes. The vertical 
geometry was only tested in the natural circulation mode 
TABLE 1-2 ' CER.AMJC PROPERTIES 
Properly I AI,""m,m Boron Alumina M'goc,," I Silicon 
NIlIlde Nitride AlP, MgO Nilrid~ 
(A1N) (EN) (SI,N.) 
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I Samsonov [Ref. 161, • Slack IRef 171:Callisler [Ref. 18],' ;"1utterties IRef. 191 
The second part of the study was the modification and use ofa numerical model to 
simulate the three dimensional transport for the pure liquid conditions with a vertical 
orientation of the substrate 
The specific objectives were 
To design and build an enclosure to study natural convection from a three by three 
package array in fluorocarbon liquids 
To study the effects of component orientation on the overall heat transfer rates in 
the enclosure under natural convection conditions 
To design and build an enclosure in order to study forced conv~tion from the 
above package array in fluorocarbon liquids 
To investigate heat transfer in liquid--ceramic mixtures for several ceramic types, 
particle sizes and volume fractions 
To develop a numerical model of the nine package vertical substrate orientation 
II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
AlSO PROCEDURE 
As shown in Figure 2- \ , the experimental apparatus consisted of several components; 
an enclosure containing the electronic packages. a power distribution system, a heat 
removal system, and a data acquisit ion system. For the forced circu lation flow data, a 
screw type pump. a turbine !low meter and associated tubing were added to the apparatus 
Figure 2-2 is a photograph of the enclosure interior. 
Figure 2-\: System arrangement and apparatus 
~------ ---- -- --- -
I 
I~ 
Figure 2-2: Photograph of enclosure interior 
A. APPARA TlJS FOR NATVRAL CONVECTION TESTS 
The enclosure consisted off OUT side walls of25 em thick Plexiglas plates, with an 
outside dimen~ion of9.86 em by 9.92 em, a bottom wall of2.5 em thick Plexiglas, and an 
aluminum cover plate 9.96 em by 9,96 em and 0.66 em thick. Both the enclosure and the 
plate had a reference chamfer cut in the front right comer to pennit retention of the 
proper alignment of the enclosure and plate. The interior of the enclosure initially 
measured 5.18 em by 5. 12 em by 5.08 em deep. Figure 2· 3 shows an overhead view of lhe 
interior of the enclosure 
The rear wall was provided with a 9 pin connector to provide a data and power path 
to the package assembly_ A ceramic plate 5.08 em by 5,08 em by 0,05 em thiek was 
inserted to protect the leads and to prevent flow disturbances caused by the wires, The 
ceramic plate reduced the interior to 4,72 em by 5,08 em by 5,08 ~m deep, .0\, recessed 
channel with a 3 mm diameter gasket was provided in the top of the side walis, The rear 
wall abo had a ° 64 em hole drilled to provide a vent/expansion path. A 0,64 em tD 
tygon tube was attached to provide a surge volume during the heating cycle, Figure 2-4 
shows the enclosure section view, Cllt through the middle row of packages, Additionally, a 
form fitting 254 cm thick insulation pad, which is not shown, surrounded the enclosure 
during operation 
-----------~ 
Figure 2-3: Plan view, enclosure interior, cover removed 
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Figure 2-4 . Section view, enclosure midplane 
\fo~t of the power generated by the package was removed from the enclosure by the 
aluminum cover plate. Eight 0.64 em holes were drilled and tapped to provide a means of 
attaching the plate to the enclosure. four thennoelectric (Peltier effect) coolers were 
rnountt:d to the top of the aluminum plate to remove the heat produced by the electronic 
packages. The four coolers were in turn cooled by four Pin Grid Arrays (PGA) with 
integral cooling fans _ The four coolers were powered by a HP 6286 DC Power Su pply 
under control ora HP 8SB micro computer. The coolers weft: controlled to maintain a 
temperature of 24 'C on the lower face of the aluminum plate. This temperature was 
monitored by four copper-constantan thennocouples. The Pin Grid Array cooling fans 
were also controlled by a HP 6289A DC Power Supply. These Pin Grid Arrays and their 
I I 
associated fans are normally installed in computers utilizing Intel 486 chips and were 
operated in a similar manner 
The electronic packages formed a three by three array ofleadless chip carriers 
mounted on a ceramic substrate. The ceramic substrate of 5. 18 cm length, 5.06 cm Vlidth 
and a thickness ofo,07 cm, was mounted horizontally at the base of the enclosure. Five of 
the nine packages were equipped with diode type temperature sensors integrated within 
the chips. These diodes display a linear decrease in resistance with temperature increase 
Only three of the five diodes were monitored due to space limitations. Like any solid state 
component, the diodes are limited in their range of temperature. The manufacturer (Texas 
Instruments) indicated a maximum of J 35°C. and no data was acquired above this 
temperature The temperature sensors are mounted on the base of the package. The chip is 
covered by a thin, brass lid. Between the chip and the lid a small air gap exists, The nine 
chips within the package array could be wired in a wide variety of configurations. Due to 
space considerations, all nine chips were wired in parallel. The wire gage limited the total 
current to I amp DC. This proved to be sufficient during these trials and exceeded the 
heat removal capacity of the cooling medium. 
Attached to the bottom surface of the ceramic substrate, under each package was a 
0.127 mm diameter copper-constantan thermocouple, These thermocouples were 
calibrated at the same time as the internal diodes in a temperature controlled bath against a 
platinum resistance thennometer. Four 0, 127 mm copper-constantan thennocouples were 
attached to the bottom of the aluminum plate, An additional 0.127 mm copper-constantan 
12 
thermocouple monitored the temperature oflhe thermoelectric coolers to prt.'vent damage 
to the coo lers . Two thermocouplt.'~ were mounted on one enclosure out~ide wall to assist 
in determining steady state conditions. Ambient temperature was also monitored 
B. STUOn~S WITH EXTERt'l"AL EXCITATION 
As will be discussed later, the ceramic particles, especially the Aluminum Nitride, 
were denser than the Fluorinert, and were not able to be picked up by the buoyant stream 
In an effort to keep them frum settling on the substrate, an external excitation was 
provided via an eccentric weight attached to a DC motor via a common bed plate to the 
cn<:lasure. No other modifications to the enclosure were made for these data runs 
C. MODIFICATIONS FOR FORCED CONVECTION 
For the forced circulation portion of the study, a flow loop was constructed to enab le 
fluid to be circulated through the enclosure as illustrated in Figure 2-5 and 2-6 Four 0.64 
cm diameter holes were drilled through the right wall of the enclosure used for the natural 
circulation study. The holes were arranged with two in the lower portion of the wall and 
two in the upper portion. A divider plate was inserted within the enclosure so as to allow 
the fluid entering at the lower two holes to flow over the package, up through three holes 
drilled in the plate to the upper portion of the enclosure, past the cold plate, to the suction 
of a positive displacement screw type pump, through a turbine flowmeter and return to the 
enclosure. A hose clamp was applied to the vent line, to prevent leakage 
13 
Figure 2-5 : Plan view, enclosure interior, cover removed, flow path illustrated 
Figure 2-6: Section view, enclosure midplane. flow path illustrated 
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D. POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
Power to the package resistors was supplied by a 0-1 ,5 A, 0-40 V HP-6289A DC 
Power Supply. As discussed above, the individual packages were wired in paraHe!. The 
data acquisition system was cormcclcd to read the voltage drop across the nine packages 
and also across a known prc(;ision resisrof that was wired in series with the package 
assemhly. From these two voltages. the input power to the chipset using the following 
relation 
E. DATA ACQUISITION ASSEMBLY 
The dala acquisition assemhly consisted ora HP 300 computer system, a HP-38S2 
Data Acquisit ion Unit and a 386 clone Pc. The HP-300 computer instructed the data 
acquisition system to monitor voltages, resistance and temperatures from the desired 
elements. A monitoring program detennined when steady state had been achieved and 
alerted the operator. Tbe monitoring program also detected OUI of limit parameters, 
similarly alel1ing the operator to take corrective action. When steady state, as indicated by 
a le~s than 0.2 °C change in temperatures, on the aluminum plate, was achieved, a 
separate data collection program wa~ run which directed the data to the 386 computer 
where it could be analyzed. Following evaluation ofa successful data run, the monitoring 
program was reloaded and the next set of conditions established. For the forced 
circulat ion data, an Omega Engineering, lnc. FLSC- JRB turbine flowmeter was used to 
15 
measure the flowrate The flowmeter was calibrated using FC-75 in the range 51 to J J7 
mUs 
F. EXPERll\UNTAL PROCEDURE 
The study examined two different geometries. four different fluid/ceramic mixtures, as 
many as thineen different ceramic panicle loads per ceramic and up to five power levels 
per ceramic powder load, without exceeding the maximum chip temperature of 135 'C 
To prepare for each run, the same basic procedure was followed The enclosure was tilled 
with Fe - 75, and the ceramic load was adjusted as necessary. After reassembling the 
cover and vent, the Pin Grid Arrays were placed on the top ofthe Peltier effect coolers 
The monitoring system and all auxiliary power systems were staned. The monitoring 
program was used during heatup, to check on system performance and to evaluate 
proximity to steady state, During the heatup, dissolved air was vented from the assembly. 
and no data was taken until this was complete. A series of runs was defined as a set of 
runs at power levels decreasing from the highest chosen for the given conditions; up to a 
maximum of five power levels for each ceramic load. The natural circulation and external 
excitation runs all started at 1,55 watts per chip (14 watts total to array) or the highest 
achievable power level and included data at LJ9, 1.22, 1,05 and 0.89 watts per package 
The forced circulation series all started at 2,2 watts per chip (20 walts total to the array), 
and included data at LSS and 0.9 wans per chip 
16 
1. Natural Circulation Runs 
Once the monitoring program indicated that steady state had been achieved. the 
data collection program (see Appendix A) was loaded ).[0 adjustments were pennincd 
during data collection 10 the input power or thermoelectric cooler voltage. Three data runs 
were generally taken for each condition, If the plate temperature or input power varied 
outside oflhc specified hand during the data runs, the collection program was unloaded. 
and the monitoring program was reloaded to reslOre steady state. Once steady state was 
reestablished, data taking was reconunenced, After satisfactory runs were obtained for the 
given power level, the input power was reduced to the nexi point in the series The desired 
power levels were 14.0, 12 .5, 11 0, 9.5, and R.O wails. Some ceramic loadings blanketed 
the packages and prevented achieving all the desired power levels 
2. Natural Circulation - External Excitation 
The runs v.rith external excitation were conducted in the same manner as the 
unexcited natural circulation runs, with the exception that a small direct current motor was 
used to vibrate the enclosure. Figure 2-7 is a picture of the motor, eccentric weight and 
plate used for the external excitation runs 
3. Forced Circulation 
The forced circulation data was collected generally in a manner similar to the 
natural circulation data. Some differences existed. The pump was used to suction drag 
Fluorinert and fill the system. The small volume of trapped air was vented through the 
vent line. When ceramic was to be added, the pump suction line was disconnected and the 
17 
cerami!: was added to the tubing. The pump was then run to distribute the ceramic evenly, 
prior to energizing the chips The ceramic addition was limited by the tenden!:y of the 
ceramic to dog the turbine flowmeter, Following system fill. the monitoring and power 
supply system were energized and data was !:ol1ected in the same manner as the natural 
circulation data, with the same program. Following the coile!:tion ofa series of data, a 
separate program was used to measure the flow rate. (see Appendix A) 
Figure 2-7: Motor, weight and plate used for external ex!:italion runs 
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W. EXPERIMENTAL RES UL TS 
A. DESCRIPTION OF' RESIJLTS 
Containt:d in Appendix B is a complete listing orall tne data runs pertormed for trus 
study_ For this invl:stigation, measurements were made of chip temperatures (using diode 
sensors ), ceramic substrate temperatures (using Ihermocoupks), cold plate temperatures 
(using thermocouples). packagt: voltage drop and prt:cision resistor voltage drop for 
power input determination The data has been collated by particle size, type and heating 
configuration. For ea.:h condition, two figures are plolted, (i) total package input power 
versus the temperature difference bt:twcen the package diodes and the cold platt':, (ii) total 
package input power and the peak diode temperature. Figures 3-1 through 3-8 show the 
results of natural circulation for each of the particle types in the horizontal geometry 
Figures 3-9 through 3-12 show the results ofnatural6rculation in the vertical geometry 
Figures 3-13 and 3-14 show the effect of external excitation for one particle type and size 
Figures 3-15 and 3-16 show the effect of forced circulation for one particle type and size 
The figures discussed above are in dimensional form and some difficulty arises when 
trying to compare the data from different combinations of ceramic and fluid The results 
were non-dimensionalized to permit comparison of the data. During the original testing, 
no temperature data was taken directly on the side oflhe substrate exposed to the fluid 
However, the temperature on the bottom of the substrate was measured by nine 
19 
thennocouples as was the external temperature of the case. This pennitted estimation ofa 
heat flux through the enclosure case, and then a determination of the substrate fluid 
intetiace temperature, Once this sutiace temperature was estimated, a Rayleigh number 
was determined. The data collection system provided sufficient data tor the determination 
of a Nusselt number directly. All of the fo llowing figures are in non-dimensional form 
Figure 3- 17 shows the plot ofRa versus Nu for three different loadings of the 3 micron 
BN particle and a baseline run. Figure 3 -18 shows the results of natural circulation for 
each of the diHerent panicle types in the horizontal geometry 
1. Description Of Data - Natural Circulation 
As previously discussed, the test sutiace consisted ofa three by three array of 
1eadless chip camer packages, numbered as shown in Figure 2-3 Only the center column 
temperature sensing diodes (labeled 2, 5 and 8 in Figure 2-3) were connected to the data 
acquisition system, All nine packages were powered in parallel, however, no method was 
available to determine the variation in power input between the various packages. As 
shown in Figure 2-4, nine thennocouples, labeled in the same order as the packages in 
Figure 2-3, mounted to the base of the ceramic substrate were connected to the data 
acquisition system. These temperatures and the total input power are represented in the 





figure 3- 1 Power versus package 10 plale temperarure diflcrcncc, horizonLal geometry 
I Power versus ~~~~~e Temperature I 
! 
Figure 3·2: Power v~rsus package 10 peak diode temperature. horizonta l grometry. 
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Figure J-J Po .... er versus package to plate temperature difference, horizontal geometry 
I Power versus ~;.a~~~e Temperaturel 
Figure 3-4 : Power versus package to peak diode temperature, horizontal g~omeuy 
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r-:~~" =.=ffiC~'~;=;~=~~:~~~~;C=~~D~'ff=.'~.'='=.I'-------
II} : ~liJ 
Figure J ~5 Power ve rsU!; package (0 plate temperature difference, horimnlai geometry 
I Power versus ~~!~~~~e Temperature I 
Figure 3-6: Power versus package to peak diode ternpcrarnrc. horizontal geomcLI),. 
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Power versus Temperature Difference 
: 1 ~ <r""IlN) 
. I ~- I • l~ " ::::: I  
Figure ]-7: Power ~ersus package to plate tcmperaturc diIferen«', horizontal geometry I. Powe, 'en;", Peak D;ode Tempe",,"," IT--
II ~ L-----:------c:-_'~., ---::----[J-:c----~ I. 
Figure 3-8: POWN \crsus package 10 peak diO\k temperature, horizontal geometry 
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I I Power versus Temperature Difference - Vertical Geometry 
I >_.-
< • 
"LI ____ ~----~----~--~ ~ 
Figt,re :;-9: Power versus package to piate temperature diJf~rence. vertical geomell)' 
I Power versus Peak Diod~ !~:~~~ature - Verucal Geometry I 
~ ... '" "" '7' 
... ",,,,,,I' 
Figure 3-10- Power ,'ersus pad.age \0 peak diooc lempcralLlIe, vertical geometry 
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Figure 3-1 1: Power versus package to plate temperalure differe nce, vertical geometry 
I Power versus Peak Dlod~ lTm:r;::~e~alure - Vertical Geometry I 
G I l 
r:-------:------~~ 
Figure J-12: Power versus package to peak diode temperature, vertical geometry 
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I IPowe"e",u, ; ;~e~lu,e Differonce I 
I 
· ""~·I I·''"' I . ,,~- ! 
L _ _______________________ ~ 
figure 3-13 Power versus packag~ to pl~le lelTlpt'ralure diff~rence, external excitation 
I Power versus ~~~~!~~e Temperature I 
f ----~--~--~--~-~ 
Figure 3-14 : Power versus pack.1ge to peak diode temperature, c><1emaJ excitaTion 
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Power versus Temperature Difference 
(Jr"''''''<W J 
" 
Figure 1- 1'5; Power versus package to plate temperature differellCC, forced circulation 
-I Power versus ~~~9!~~e T emperalure I 
L 
Figure 3-16: Powcr vcrsw; package to peak diode temperature. forced circulation 
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D. DISCUSSJOl'i OF HORIZONTAL PLATE l'iATURAL CIRCULATION DATA 
A baseline run was conducted using pure FC-75 This baseline was periodically 
perfonned throughout the duration of data gathering 10 verily the data taking system and 
detect system variations In the horizontal geometry, two different types of ceramic 
particles, each having two different sizes were investigated, Roron Nitride was tested in 
particles of 03-0 7 microns, hereinafter referred 10 as the 0,7 micron BN and 2-3 microns, 
hereinafter referred 10 as the 3 micron UN, Aluminum Nitride was tested in particle sizes 
of 5 microns and 44 microns Table 3· 1 shows the representative loadings that have been 
called 'light', 'medium' and 'heavy' for ease of reference 
TABLE 3-1: PARTICLE LOADING NOMENCLATURE 
Honlon(alGeometr.' 
Mcdium Heavy 
AtN 44,0 micron O,t 1.tt 
~:=,~~:c-r __ ~I~Z5~ __ r-~I~O. 3~3 __ -+ __ ~~ __ ~ 




I:lN J,O micron 0, t7 Fwl 
External Excitation 
c==== ____ +-__ ~Li~,h~' ___ ~--~~~~~=~-+--~H~~.,,~.--~ 
0,11 , 1.22 
ForcedCircuJation 
Medium Heavy 
Al l wcightsin gnuru; 
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1. Effect Of Particle Loading 
'A'1ll1e many of the particle types were tested at various loadings, three general 
classifications, lighL medium and hea",), were developed for the loading. Throughout the 
testing, the heavier loads were seen to diminish the heat transfer capability. Figures 3-1 
and 3-2 illustrate the point graphically As the load is increased to a point where the 
enclosure is packed as full as possible with AI);" the peak power is reduced_ At t ltis point 
the input power has been reduced to 50% of the desired peak input power, yet the diode 
temperature has risen by 30"C above the baseline temperature at 14 watts total input 
power 
2_ Effect Of Particle Size 
As was discussed earlier, two different particle sizes were tested for each of the 
two ceramics. Two pairs of figures, Figures 3-1 and 3-3 and Figures 3-5 and 3-7 show the 
effect of two different particle sizes_ The first figure of each pair (Figure 3-1 and 3-5) 
represents the smaller of the two particles fo r each material, while the second figure of 
each pair (Figure 3-3 and 3-7) represents the larger of the two particles for each material 
While the loadings are not exactly the same, the larger particles show much more rapid 
heat transfer decrement as the loading is increased. This was further confirmed by visual 
observation, as the larger particles were not picked up by the buoyant streams at lower 
loadings. Figures 3-2, 3--4, 3-6 and 3-8 show the same trend even more prominently in the 
rapid rise of peak diode temperature for given power levels_ The larger particles were so 
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deleterious that the desired input power was not able to be obtained. For these conditions 
the input power was limited to avoid exceeding a diode temperature of 135°C 
3. Effect Of Particle Density 
Boron Nitride has a density relatively close to that ofFC-75 and was observed to 
be easily lifted off the plate by the plumes that formed above the chips Aluminum ,,"'itride 
is quite a bit denser than Boron Nitride and as loading was increased. rapidly blanketed the 
plate and could not be lifted by the buoyant plumes. Figures 3-1 and Figures 3-5 show that 
as the Aluminum Nitride load is increased, the ability to transfer heat is reduced faster than 
the capability is reduced for the Boron Nitride. In fact for the heavy load with Boron 
Nitride, the peak package temperature is nearly ten degrees cooler than lor th.e Aluminum 
Nitride case. This is quite unexpected as bulk Aluminum Nitride has a th.ermal 
conductivity nearly twice that of Boron Nitride 
C. DISCUSSIO:'i OF VERTICAL SUBSTRATE ORIENTATION NATURAL 
CIRCULATION DATA 
A baseline set of data was obtained with the enclosure mounted with the suhstrate 
containing the packages in a vertical arrangement. The cold plate was thus also mounted 
vertically, opposite the packages. This geometry was only tested in a limited number of 
runs as it was observed that the particle~ soon fell out of suspension and rested on the 
bottom wall 
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I. ElTect or Particle Loading 
The Boron Nitride 3 micron particles and the Aluminum Nitride 5 micron particles 
were the only types tested across a wide range of particle loads . Figures 3-11 and 3-12 
illustrate that the particles had a tendency to fall out of suspension. The temperatures soon 
came to the same values as the baseline data when there were insufficient particles to rest 
against the vertical plate, Figures 3-9, 3-10, 3· 11 and 3-12 demonstrate that when there 
were sufficient particles in contact v.rith the plate, reduction in the heat transfer occurred 
2. ElTect Of Geometry 
Comparison of Figures 3-1 and 3-2 with 3-9 and 3-10, demonstrates that the 
vertical geometry had a better heat transfer coefficient than the horizontal geometry This 
is to be expected, since the horizontal geometry develops cells that interfere with their 
neighbors. The vertical geometry results in a larger circulation that sweeps the entire wall. 
D. DISCUSSION OF EXTERNALLY EXCITED NATURAL CIRCULA TlON 
DATA 
During the early parts of the study it was noted that as the particle loading increased, 
the fraction of the particles that were lifted by the buoyant plumes decreased and the 
packages became covered by particles, decreasing the heat transfer and raising their 
temperatures. It was also noted earlier that Boron Nitride has a density close to that of the 
Fluorinert. An external excitation was provided to the enclosure by a small direct current 
motor to keep the particles suspended in the liquid As Figures 3- 13 and 3-14 illustrate, 
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there was still a decrement in perfonnancc. The decrement was greater than the stationary 
performance for the same load 
E. DISCUSSION OF FORCED CLRCULATIOfl.' RESULTS 
A baseline run was conduct~d using pure FC-7S, In the forced circulation geometry, 
only the 3 micron Boron Nitride was investigated, For the forced circulation portion or lhe 
study, flowmeter voltage, (converted to flowratc) was also measured. The apparatus fai led 
after test ing was completed for one Reynolds number 
As illustrated in Figures 3-15 and 3-16, the addition of particles did not enhance the 
heat transfer in the forced circulation condition The different particle loadings exhibited 
essentially the same perfonnance. The measurements wefe limited by the ability arlhe 
turbine flowmeter to pass the heavier particle loadings and as noted above. the apparatus 
failed due to mechanical cracking of the ceramic insert at the rear wall early in this testing 
regIme 
F. NONorME~SIONAL GRAPHS 
The data was non-dimensionalized as discussed earlier, with some modifications 
Additional thermocouples were installed after the completion of the originally scheduled 
testing. These were attached to the tops of packages I, 2, 4 and 5 and were used to obtain 
an estimate of the fluid-surface interface temperatures. At low loadings, the surface 
temperature of the packages is within several degrees of the substrate bottom temperature 
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At a higher panicle loading the difference approaches 10'C at 14 watts tota l input. The 
data did not meet the strict repeatability of the previous data due to the cracking noted 
above and was used to provide an estimate of adjustment of the substrate bottom 
temperature in conjunction with the technique described earlier 
Only the natural circulation data is presented in non - dimensional form, as the 
other modes show similar trends, Figure 3-1 7 represents the data from only the 3 micron 
Boron ).Jitride data runs. Figure 3-18 is a representation of the data from representative 
samples for all the ceramic panicles It is evident that fo r all part icles as the loading is 
increased the non dimensional ).Jusselt number decreases for a given Rayleigh number, As 
the loading increased, the heat transfer capacity of the FC-7S diminished substantially 
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~----~==~==~~-----,Ra ve!5US Nu - Nal~ra l Circu lation I 
',_~ _ _ ~_~ _ _ --l 
Figure 3-17. Ra versus Nu fOT 3 micron BN 
IRa versus Nu Natural Circulaton I 
-
Figure 3. 18: Ra verSUS Nu for namra] circulation runs 
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IV. NUMERICAL MODEL 
A numerical model of the natural convection in the enclosure for a three by three array 
of packages in the vertical substrate orientation was developed utilizing a control volume 
approach as described by Patankar [Ref. 20J . The model is similar to that discussed by 
Wroblewski and Joshi [Ref. 14] for a single package and included the following features 
control volumes for velocities that are staggered with respect to those for temperature and 
pressure~ a power law scheme; harmonic mean formulation for the interface diffusivities; 
the SIMPLER algorithm for the velocity pressure coupling; and a ful ly implicit forward 
difference scheme in time. The conjugate conduction in the solid domain s was handled 
numerically by solving the same full set of momentum and energy equations throughout 
the entire enclosure, but with a large value of viscosity specified for the solid regions 
A. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
The non-dimensional governing equations for the three dimensional unsteady 
problem, assuming constant properties and the Boussinesq approximation, are as follows 
x: momentum; 
~+ ~ + ~1J) + "~1J) = - * + (i;}!rl *(~+~ ___ ~) 
y momentum; 





Cc~ = (Prk)i 2 * rRc.(~+~·~) I i&!l 
energy (unhtated regions) 
C~ (r;k);(J*[R;(~+~+;t.)l 
The appropriate non-dimensional parameters are Ra = g(3Ql"/Aavk,. Pr = via, 1.1 = 
u/l\, V = viU" IN = wiU", U, = (gPQ/k,),', 1 = tV",,'L 0 = (T -TJI(Qilk,), P = pipL",. , X = 
xi!' Y = x/I, Z = 7/1, H, = h/I, I 'c = I,i!, R, = k/~, R, = k/kp C, = (pe,)/(pc), and C; ~ 
(pc~V(pcr)i' The energy equation for unheated regions is applicable to all orlhe regions 
within the package except the chip itself The ;;ubscript i refers to these various regions: i 
= , to the ceramic substrate; i = p to the ceramic package itself, i = 1 to the lid, i - g to the 
solder, i = r to the air gap between the <:Clip and the lid, and i = m to the gold and tungsten 
coatmg 
The boundary conditions for the enclosure walls are as foHows 
x = 0; a3/8X = 0, U = 0, V = 0, W = ° 
X = XL: 8 = 0, U = 0, V = 0, W = 0 
Y=o, XL; a3/DY=O, U=O, \/=0, w=o 
z=o, XL; a3/JZ =0, U=O, V=O, W=O 
where XL'" XII 
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Figure 4-\ illu~trates the axis selection ust:d for tht: analysis. The substrate is 
vertically aligned_ The axis normal to the package is designated the X - axis, the axis in the 
vertical plane dt:signated the Y axis, and the axis paraHel to the substrate surface is 








Figure 4_\ : Numerical model package onentation and a.xis selection 
B. SOLUTION TECHNIQUE 
The solution was obtained throughout the entire enclosure_ The initial nondimensional 
time step was selected to be ll;t = \ for Ra '" \ . \5E3 _ An algorithm within the program 
expanded the time steps if convergence was reached within a time step in three iterations 




a. Base Case 
The initial case was similar to the geometry and conditions developed by 
Wroblewski and Joshi [Ref 14J for the single chip leadle~s package. The soiver used [01 
that study has been ported from an Amdahl mainframe and refined to [lm on a Sun 
Micfusystcms SparclO workstation 
b. Currcllt Case 
Once the solver had been verified, the geometry was revised to reflect the three 
by three array er leadles5 chip carrier packages that were used for the experimental work 
A low Rayleigh number (Ra = 1.15(3) was used to lest the stability Oflh", numerical 
model. For FC-75, this Rayleigh number is equivalent to an input power of owy 4.4 
microwatts Thus the problem is primarily conduction heat transfer and the fluid develops 
very low velocities Figure 4-2 shows thl:: isothenns for the nine package geoml::try in the 
Z - Y plane passing through the plane adjacent to the package lid surfaces, at " '" 959 
Figure 4-3 is a plot of the fluid velocities in the same plane as the temperature plot of 
Figure 4-2, It shows the fluid developing upward velocities in the heated regions. This is 
still in the transient period discussed by Wroblewski and Joshi. The temperature contours 
for a vertical cut in the X - Y plane through the center of the middle column of packages 
are shown in Figure 4-4. The plumes are starting to develop above the packages, but there 
is very little flow developing in the enclosure. Figure 4-5 shows the velocities in the same 
plane as Figure 4-4 
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Figure 4-3: IT velocity vectors for Ra ~ USE3. in the Y -l plane at X = 0.29, .-
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figu re 4-4 Isotherms for Ra · U3E7 in the X-Y plane at Z" 2.55. T 
Figure 4.5: XYvelocity vectors for Ra '" 1.13E7 in the X·Y plane al Z ~ 2.55. " " 959 
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The modd was now reprogrammed for the case of a much higher Rayleigh 
number . The highest Rayleigh number attained in this study was ]. 15E7 This is equivalent 
to a power input of 44 mill iwatts. The following figures are taken at the same positions as 
the corresponding figures for the case of Ra = I. 15E3 . Due to the temperature scaling, the 
nondimensional temperatures are lower, while the actual temperatures are higher. Figure 
4·6 shows the isotherms for the nine package geometry in the Z - Y plane passing through 
the plane adjacent 10 the package lid sulfaces, at T = 3619. Figure 4-7 is a plot of the flu id 
velocities in the same plane as the temperature plot of Figure 4-6.11 shows the fluid 
developing upward velocities in the heated regions. The temperature profiles for a vertical 
cut in the X - Y plane through the center of the middle colu mn of packages is shown in 
Figure 4-8. Figure 4-9 shows the velocities in the same plane as Figure 4-8 The plumes 
are starting to develop above the packages, and the flow velocities are larger in the 
enclosure . In addition the return flow from the cold plate has begun and flow is begirming 
to develop the circulation expected for this type of enclosure 
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Fi gure4-6[s.olhcr!tl>forRa ~ J.J~E7. in th~Y·ZplaneatX 029 t ,, 35!6 
figu re 4_1: ZY velocity vectors for Ra ~ I.ISE7, illlhe Y - Z plane at X · 0.29 , ,, 
4] 
Figure 4-8 lsothcnns for Ra "' Ll5E7 in the X-V plane at Z .. 2.55, T 35\6 
:I! ., ;" ;i 
"I e 11 
3, (I" 1j 
>- I 1\ * ;: 
Figure 4-9: XY velocity vector5 forRa '" 1.I5E7 in the X-V plane at Z = 2,55. T '" 35\ti 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
The desire to improve the heat transfer performance ofFluorinert-7S through the use 
of ceramic panicles was unsuccessful The panicles and loadings tested all resulted in 
unchanged or reduced heat transfer capability than the pure FC-75 , The larger panicles 
caused a greater decrement than Ihe smaller panicles due to their increased propensity 10 
resist the buoyant streams and res! on the face oflhe chips. The .3 micron Boron Nitride, 
which was the smallest particle and nas the density closest to the Fluorinert, caused the 
smallest decrement in heat transfer 
The external excitation proved to he successful in suspending the particles from the 
plate, but still resulted in a heat transfer decrement 
The forced circulation data showed the relative insensitivity ofthl! heat transfer 
capahility of the Fluorinert to the addition of particles in this regime, It also demonstrated 
the danger~ of using forced circulation in direct electronic cooling. Throughout the natural 
convection testing, extending over a period of greater than six months, no damage had 
been encountered to the packages. In the forced circulation testing the packages failed in 
four days, most probably due to !low induced vibration of the divider plate, The danger in 
actual electronic equipment of similar phenomena should be a key consideration in the 
design of direct inunersion cooling schemes, The results of this testing indicate that for the 
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materials testt!d, and possibly for a wider rangt! of ceramic materials, the panicles do not 
enhance the heat transfer characteristics 
The three dimensional numerical model was successfully modified to model the 
geometry encountered in this study for the venical substrate orientation. The model was 
able to adequately represent the expected temperature profiles 
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VI. RECOMl\'IENDATIONS 
The following recommendation are made for funher study 
I . Investigate the physical reason for the failure of high thermal conductivity panicles 
10 raise the overall mixture thermal conductivity 
2. Investigate panicles that more closely match the densi ty of the Fluorinert 




POWER AND TEMPERATURE 
ACQUISITION PROGRAMS 
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A. DATA MO:"lITORING PROGRAM 
100
'
11111111111 111 111 11 1 
11011 DATA COLLECTION 
12011 MONITOR01G FOR EQUlLlBRllJM 
130 I I V(O) MONITORS VOLTAGE DROP ACROSS 
140 I! THE PKECISION RESISTOR 
150 I! Ve l) MONITORS THE VOL rAGE DROP ACROSS THE 
160 I I CHIP SET 
170 II DO Mo;-.:nORS THE DiODE OHMS 
]80 II TO ARE THE TEMPERATURES 
[90 II T(O) IS THE A .. \1BIE\'T 
200 II T(I -9) ARE THE CHIPS 
210 II T( I O) IS NOT USED 
220 II T(I I-14) ARE THE UNDER PLATE 
240 II T(16-17) ARE THE SIDE WALLS 
250 REAL V(1 ),0(2),T(17) 
260 REAL VI( t, 10),01(2, 10),TI(17, 10) 
261 PRINT "PWR" 
263 ['\,'PUT Pwr 
270 PRINTER IS CRT 
280 CLEAR SCREEN 
290 J=O 
300 OUTPUT 709;"RST" 
310 OUTPUT 709;"REAL V( 1),0(2),T(16)" 
320 OUTPUT 709;"CONFMEAS DCV,203-204,USE 700" 
330 ENTER 709;V(*) 
340 PK..NT V(0),V(I),V(0)·V(1)1.101 
350 VI(O)=V(O) 
360 VI(I,J)=V(I) 
370 VI(O, 10)=VI(0, 10)+V(0) 
]80 VI(I,IO)=VI(I,IO)+V(J) 
3')0 OUTPUT 709;"CONFI\1EAS OHM,200-202,USE 700" 
400 ENTER 709;0(*) 
410 01(0,J)"'(7234.555-0(0))1I9.9904 
420 01(I,J)=(7241.029-0(1))/200697 
430 01(2,J)=(7241.567-0(2»/20.087 1 
440 PRINT 01(0,1) 
450 PRINT OI(l,J) 
460 PRINT 01(2,1) 
470 01(0,10)=01(0, 10)+01(0,J) 
480 01(1,10)=01(1,10)+01(1,J) 
490 01(2, 1 0)=Ot(2, 10)+01(2,J) 
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500 OUTPUT 709 ;"CONFMEAS TE~fJ'T,300-)09.311-)16,318,USE 700,lNTO T" 
510 OUTPUT 709;"VREADT" 
520 FOR 1"'0 TO 16 
530 ENTER 709~T(I) 
540 IF 1< 10 OR 1> 14 THEN 560 
550 IF TO»60 THEN BEEP 
560 PRINT LT(I) 
570 Tt(I,J)=T(I) 
580 Tl(1, 10)=Tl(1,10)";"T(I) 
590 NEXT I 
600 Tave=O 
610 FOR 1= 10 TO 13 
620 Tave=Tave+T(I) 
630 "''EXT I 
640 PRI~T Tavel4 
650 1=J+1 
660 LFJ"' 10THEN680 
670 GOTO 320 
680 PRINT Vt(O, 10)/1 
690 PRINT VI(I , IO)1J 
691 Power=Vt(O.I O) *Vl(l ,IO)/C IOI ·J*J) 
700 PRINT Power 
710 Vt(O,IO)=O 
720 Vt(I.IO)=O 
730 PRINT OttO, \0)11 
740 PRINT Ot(I.IO)/J 
750 PRINT Ot(2.10)/J 
760 01(0, 10)=0 
770 Ot(I , IO)"'O 
780 Ot(2, 10}=0 
790 FOR 1=0 TO 16 
800 PRINT I, Tt(I,1)/ 1 0 
8 10 TI(I,J)=O 
820 NEXT I 
830 PRINT "Tave "''';Tavel4 
840 PRINT 
841 IF Tave<23.8 ·4 OR Tave>24,2*4 THEN 850 
842 if ABS(power-Pwr».05 THEN 850 
843 BEEP 
844 PRINT "STEADY STATE MET" 
850 K"'K+ I 
860 PRINT K 
870 PRINT 
50 
880 GOTO 290 
890 END 
8. DATA ACQUIS IT ION PROGRAM 
10011I" "" " ""!"' " 
I IO'! DATA COLLECTION FILE 
1201' ENTER THE RUN TYPE 
I SO !' V(O) MONlTORS VOLT AGE DROP ACROSS 
160 II THE PRECISION RESISTOR 
170 I I V(l) MONlTORS THE VOLTAGE DROP ACROSS THE 
180 I t PACKAGES 
190 II 00 MONITORS THE DIODE OHMS 
200 " TO ARE THE TEMPERATURES 
2)0 !' T(O) IS THE AMBLENT 
220!! T(I-9) ARE THE (I'UPS 
2)0!' T(IO) IS NOT USED 
240 !! T(II-14) ARE THE UNDER PLATE 
250 !1 T(15) IS THE PELTIER 
260 II T(16- 17) ARE THE S(J)E WALLS 
270 REAL V(l),O(2),T(17).Ts 
280 REAL Vt( I, 10),01(2,10). Tt( ) 7.10) 
290 PRINTER IS CRT 
300 CLEAR SCREEN 
) 10 PRINT "INPUT TARGET POWER LEVEL" 
3 20 INPUT Pwr 
330 GeomS"," H - FC" 
340 PRINTER IS 9 
)50 FluidS="FC 75" 
360 CeramicS="3m BN" 
370 Grams"'3,66 
380 PRINT "THIS RUN IS AT ";Pwr;" WATTS" 
390 PRINT DATES(TThtlEDATE). TThtlES(TIMEDATE) 
400 PRINT "THE FLUID IS : ";FluidS;". ARRANGEMENT IS: ";GeomS 
410 PRINT "THE CERAMIC IS: ";CeramicS 
420 PRfNT "THE CERAMIC WEIGHT IS: ";Grams;' GRAMS" 
430 1=0 
440 OUTPUT 709;"RST" 
450 OUTPUT 709;" REAL V(I),0{2),T( 16)" 
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460 OUTPUT 709;"CONFMEAS DCV,203·204,USE 700" 
470 ENTER 709;V(·) 
480 PRINT V(O) 
490 PRINT V(I) 
500 PRINT V(O)·V(I)/ , 101 
510 OUTPUT 709;"CONFMEAS OHM,200.202,USE 700" 
520 ENTER 709;0(*) 
530 PRINT (7234.555·0(0»)119,9904 
540 PRINT (7241 ,029·0( I »)1200697 
550 PRINT (7241.567.0(2»)120,0871 
560 OUTPUT 709;"CONFMEAS TEMPT,300·J09,J II-J 16,J 18,USE 700.r~qO T" 
570 OUTPUT 709;"VREAD T" 
580 FOR J;oO TO 16 
590 ENTER 709,T(I) 
600 If [<10 THEN 640 
610 IF T(I»60 THEN BEEP 
620 IF I> J 3 THEN 640 
6JO Ts'=Ts+T( I) 
640 PRINT T(I) 
650 NEXT I 
660 }=}+ ] 
670 IF }"'JO THEN 690 
680 OOT0460 
690 PRINT DATES(TIMEDATE),TfMES(TIMEDATE) 
700 PRINT "DATA RUN ENDED " 
710 PRINTER IS CRT 
720 PRINT Tsl40 
730 END 
C. FLOW RATE COLLECTION PROGRAM 
lDO!III !!I! I ! I I !!IIII I! 1 
11011 FLOW METER CALffiRATION 
120 I! F(O) MONITORS THE VOLTAGE ACROSS THE 
130 I I FLOWMETER 
140 REAL F(O) 
150 REAL FtC I 0) 
160 PRINTER IS CRT 
)70 CLEAR SCREEN 
180 PRINT "RHEOSTAT SETTING" 
190 INPUT R 
200 J=O 
210 OUTPUT 709:"RST " 
220 OUTPUT 709:"REAL F(O)" 
230 OUTPUT 709 :"COt-,'HIEAS DCV,20S,USE 700" 
240 ENTER 709;F(*) 
250 F(O)=F(O)*(- IO) 
260 PRINTTLOW ";F(O) 
270 ft(J) =F(O) 
280 FOR N= l TO 2000 
290 ,,'EXT)I 
300 }=}- I 
310 TF}= IOTHEN330 
320 GOTG 2 10 
330 PRINT "ELAPSED nME " 
340 INP UT Ti 
350 PRINT "ML PUMPED" 
360 INPUT MI 
370 PRINTER IS 9 
380 PRINT "CALLB RA noN" 
390 PRINT "DIAL SETTING ",R 
400 FORJ=j TO 10 
410 PRINT Ft(]) 
420 NEXT J 
430 PR.INT "ELAPSED TL\1E ";Ti 
440 ?RINT "VOLUME (Mil ",MJ 




LIST OF RUNS 
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-Run Ceramic I Size Load Power OrientatiOr1 
I Name Microns Grams Watts 
CO 14 None NA NA ,. Horizontal ~ None NA NA 12.5 I Hor,izontal 
CO 11 None I NA NA 11 Horizontal 
~ None NA NA 9.5 Horizontal CO B None NA NA B Horizontal 
A1 ,. AIN 5 1.25 1. Horizontal 
A1 _ 125 AIN 5 1.25 , 12.5 Horizontal 
~ 
A1_11 AIN 5 1.25 11 Horizontal 
-
A1 9.5 AIN 5 1.25 9.5 Horizontal I 
A1 B AIN 5 1.25 B Horizontal 
,A2 14 AIN 5 2.52 
" 
Horizontal 
~~25 AIN 5 2.52 12.5 Horizonta l 
A2 11 AIN 5 2.52 11 Horizontal 
A2_9.5 AIN 5 2.52 9.5 Horizontal 
-
A2 B AIN 5 2.52 B Horizontal 
~_ "5 AIN 5 5.07 11 .5 Horizontal 
A3 11 AIN , 5 5.07 11 Horizontal 
A3 9.5 AIN 5 5.07 9.5 Horizontal 
A3 B AIN 5 5.07 B Horizontal 
A4 113 , AIN 5 10.33 11.3 Horizontal 
~-' AIN , 5 10.33 11 Horizontal A4 9.5 AIN 5 10,33 9.5 Horizontal 
A4 B AIN 5 10.33 8 Horizontal 
A5 7 AIN 5 full B Horizontal 
B1 
" 
BN 3 1.95 
" 
Horizontal 
81_125 BN 3 1.95 12.5 Horizontal 
81 11 8N 3 1.95 11 Horizontal 
81 9.5 8N 3 , 1.95 9.5 I Horizontal 
81 B BN 1 3 1.95 B Horizontal 
55 
Run Ceramic Size i~~s l Power I Orientation Name Microns Walts 
182 14 BN 3 .166 14 Horizontal 
82 125 I BN 3 .166 12.5 Horizontal 
82 11 BN 3 .166 11 Horizontal 
~. BN 3 .166 9.5 Horizontal 
B2 B BN 3 . 166 I B Horizontal 
83 14 BN 3 0.303 14 Horizontal 
83 125 BN 3 0.303 12.5 Horizontal 
83 11 BN 3 0.303 11 Horizontal 
83 9.5 BN 3 0.303 9.5 Horizontal 
B3 B BN 3 0.303 B Horizontal 
84 14 BN I 3 0.393 14 Horizontal 
84 125 BN 3 0.393 12.5 Horizontal 
IB4 11 BN 3 0,393 11 Horizontal 
IB4 9.5 BN 3 0.393 9.5 Horizontal 
B4 B BN 3 0.393 B Horizontal 
85 14 I BN 3 0.016 14 Horizontal I 
85 125 BN 3 10.016 12.5 Horizonta l 
85 11 BN 3 0.016 11 Horizontal 
85 9.5 BN 3 0,016 I 9.5 Horizontal 
B5 B BN 3 0.016 B Horizontal 
B6 14 BN 3 0.054 14 Horizontal 
86 125 BN 3 0.054 12.5 Horizontal 
86 . .11 BN 3 0.054 11 Horizontal 
86 9.5 BN 3 0.054 9.5 Horizontal 
B6 B BN 3 0,054 B Horizontal 
87 14 BN 3 0,097 14 Horizontal 
87 125 BN 3 0,097 12.5 Horizontal i 
B7 11 BN 3 0.097 11 Horizontal 
87 9.5 BN 3 0.097 9.5 Horizontal I 
B7 B BN I 3 0.097 B Horizontal 
56 
ITun Ceramic Size Load Power Orientation 
Name Microns Grams Walls 
88 _14 BN 3 0.115 14 Horizontal 
- - -
88 125 BN 3 0.115 I 12.5 Horizontal 
B~_11 BN 3 0.115 11 Horizontal 
SB 9.5 :~ - f- 3 0.115 9.5 Horizontal BB B 3 0.115 B Horizontal 
B9 14 I BN 3 0.164 14 Horizontal ~---: '25 BN I 3 0.164 12.5 Horizontal 
'89_11 BN 3 0.164 11 Horizontal 
Fs€9~~ 3 0.164 9.5 Horizontal 
B9 8 BN 3 0.164 B Horizontal 
101 14 BN 3 0,05 14 Horizontal 
01 125 BN 3 0,05 12.5 Horizontal 
~' 1 BN 3 0.05 11 Horizontal I 
~N 3 0.05 9.5 Horizontal 
01 8 BN 3 0.05 B Horizontal 
02 14 BN 3 0.099 14 Horizontal 
~5 BN 3 0,099 12.5 Horizontal 
02 11 BN 3 0.099 11 Horizontal 
02 9.5 BN 3 0.099 9.5 Horizontal 
02 B BN 3 0,099 B Horizontal 
!:l3_14 BN 3 0.155 14 Horizontal 
03 125 BN 3 0.155 12.5 Horizontal 
03 11 BN 3 0.155 11 Horizontal 
03_9.5 BN 3 0.155 9.5 Horizontal 
-
103 B BN 3 0.155 B Horizontal 
04 5 BN 3 full I 4.B Horizontal 
E1 14 BN 0.7 0.051 14 Horizontal 
El 125 BN 0.7 0.051 12.5 Horizontal 
El_11 BN 0.7 0.051 I 11 Horizontal 
,E1 9.5 BN 0.7 0,051 9.5 Horizontal 
E1 B BN 0.7 0.051 B Horizontal 
57 
Rue Ceramic Size Load Power Orientation 
Name Microns Grams Walts 
E2 14 BN 0.7 0.100 14 Horizontal 
E2 .125 BN I 0.7 0.100 12.5 Horizontal 
E2 11 BN 0.7 0.100 11 Horizonta l 
~ BN 0.7 0. 100 9.5 Horizontal 
IE2 B BN 0.7 0.100 8 Horizontal 
E3 14 BN 0.7 0.150 14 I Horizontal 
E3 125 BN 0.7 0.150 12.5 Horizontal 
E3 11 BN 0.7 0.150 11 Horizontal 
E3 9.5 BN 0.7 0.150 9.5 Horizontal I 
E3 8 BN 0.7 0.150 I 8 Horizontal 
E4 14 BN 0.7 0.248 14 Horizontal 
E4 125 BN 0.7 0.248 12.5 Horizontal 
E4 11 BN 0.7 0.248 11 Horizontal 
E4 9.5 BN 0.7 0.248 9.5 Horizontal 
E4 8 BN 0.7 0.248 8 Horizontal 
F1 14 AIN 44 0.049 14 Horizontal 
F1 125 AIN 44 0.049 12.5 Horizontal 
F1 11 AIN 44 0.049 11 Horizontal 
F1 9.5 AIN 44 0.049 9.5 I Horizontal 
F1 8 AIN 44 0,049 8 Horizontal 
F2 14 AIN 44 1 0.103 14 Horizontal 
F2 125 AIN 44 0.103 12.5 Horizontal 
F2 11 AIN 44 0.103 11 Horizontal 
F2 9.5 AIN 44 0.103 9.5 Horizontal 
F2 8 AIN 44 0.103 8 Horizontal 
F3 14 AIN 44 0.207 14 Horizontal 
F3 125 AIN 44 0.207 12.5 Horizontal 
F3 11 AIN 44 0.207 11 Horizontal 
F3 9.5 AIN 44 0.207 9.5 Horizontal 
F3 8 AIN 44 0.207 8 Horizontal 
58 
l Run I Ceramic Size Load Power i Orientation I 
Name Microns Grams Walts 
1~4 AIN 44 1. 11 14 Horizontal 
F4_125_~. 44 1.11 12.5 Horizontal 
F41 IN 44 1.11 11 Horizontal ~5 _ AIN 44 1.11 9.5 Horizontal 
F4 8 AIN 44 1.11 8 I Horizonta l 
VO_ 14 None NA NA 14 Vertical 
Iva 125 None NA NA 12.5 Vertical 
~' None NA NA 11 Vertical ,!O 9.5 None NA NA 9.5 Vertical 
a 8 I None NA I NA 8 Vertical 
rJ3A 14 AIN 44 5.07 14 Vertical 1v3A~-125 I AIN 44 5.07 12.5 Vertical 
~~ 11 AIN ~~ 11 Vertical 
V3A 9.5 I AIN 44 5.07 9.5 Vertical 
V3A_ 8 AIN 44 5.07 8 Vertical 
V4A 14 AIN 44 10.33 14 Vertical 
~;_125 AIN 44 10.33 12.5 Vertical 
V4A 11 I AIN 44 10.33 11 Vertical 
V4A 9.5 AIN 44 10.33 9.5 Vertical 
V4A 8 AIN 44 10.33 8 Vertical 
V5A 8 AIN 44 full I 8 Vertical 
V1B 14 BN 3 1.95 14 Vertical 
v1B 125 BN 3 1.95 12.5 
I 
Vertical ~-11 BN 3 1.95 11 Vertical 
V189.5---BN 3 1.95 9.5 Vertical 
V1B 8 BN 3 1.95 8 Vertical 
V28_14 BN 3 .166 14 Vertical 
V28 125 I BN 3 .166 12.5 Vertical 
V2B_11 BN 3 .166 11 Vertical 
V28_9.5 I BN 3 .166 9.5 ~ V2B 8 BN L-"--~1_66 _ _ 8 I
59 
Run Ceramic Size Load Power J Orientation 
Name Microns Grams Watts 
E1B 14 None NA NA 14 Excitation 
E1B 125 None NA NA 12.5 Excitation 
E1B 11 None NA NA 11 Excitation 
E1B 9.5 None NA NA 9.5 Excitation 
E1B 8 None I NA NA 8 Excitation 
E2B 14 BN 3 0.22 14 Excitation 
E2B 125 BN 3 0.22 12.5 Excitation 
E2B 11 BN I 3 0.22 11 Excitation 
E2B 9,5 BN I 3 0.22 9.5 Excitation 
E2B 8 BN 3 0.22 8 Excitation 
E3B 14 BN 3 1.22 14 Excitation 
E38 125 BN 3 I 1.22 12.5 Excitation 
E3B 11 BN 3 1.22 11 Excitation 
E38 9.5 BN 3 1.22 9.5 Excitation 
E3B 8 BN 3 1.22 8 Excitation 
FC1B_20 None NA NA 20 Forced 
FC18 14 None NA NA 14 Forced 
FC1B 8 None NA NA 8 Forced 
FC2B 20 BN 3 1.0 20 Forced 
FC2B 14 BN 3 1.0 14 Forced 
FC2B 8 BN 3 1.0 8 Forced 
FC3B~O BN 3 3 .66 20 Forced 
FC3B 14 BN 3 3.66 14 Forced 






The accuracy ofthc data in this study was dctcrmined by ptlrforming an unctrtainty 
analysis , For a functi on compri~ing a numbtr of indtpendent mcasurements, F oo F(XAo Xn' 
Xc), the uncertainty ofF was calculated as 
If the function F= K*X' A *X'B *X'c, then the uncertai nty was dettlrmined by 
Tht propcrties of concern 
T~, ... ""'23 .9'C 
T ... I = 69.5°C 
0 '" 14,0 watts 
p "" 1654 kg/m l 
~= 0,00 148 K·' 
cp = 1 004 joulclkg!( 
v=4 ,603£-7m2Is 
a - 3,585E-8m'/s 
k=0.058W/m*K 
1.=0.009 m 
A= 0.001 137 m' 
8"'9807 mis' 
OToI"'= 0, 25"C 
OT""f= 0,25°C 
050'" 0.25 watts 





05 k=4, 30E-5 W /m*K 
oL= 0 ,00009 m 
oA=1.0E-4 m' 
Uncertainty calculations are for the 3 micron BN light load at maximum power, that is 
mean power input of 14 watts. 
£\T = Ts - T platc 
Nu = k':::(~T} 
Nu = 33.89 
With the properties listed above 6Nu =2.36 or 6.97 %. The Rayleigh Number (Ra) is 
dependent on [3, cp' k. v, p and ct, all of which vary with temperature for FC-75 [Ref 21 J 
~ = [(~)2 + c¥'i + (~)2 + (::i)2] 1/2 
~ =: 182~':~;4G 'T 
c, ~ (0.2411 + 3.7037E - 4 ' T) 
k ~ 0.065 -7.895E - 5' T 
U =:= [1.4074 -J.96E- 2 * T +3.801 8E - 4" T2 - 2.73 1E- 6., T3+ 
8. 168E - 9* T4 ] * 10-6 
p ~ (1.825 - 0.00246' T)' 100 
Thus 
~ = l(~)2 + (4~)2 + (~)2 + (?f)2 + (?f)2 + (~)2 + (~y ] 112 







A GENERAL PURPOSE roRTRAN PROORAM FOR SOLVING 1liREE- $ 
O[!o..l£NSIONAI . HEAT TRANSFER AND Fl.UID ~WW IN REG ANGULAR S 
CQORDNATES S 
VERSION OFPROORA\1 WHJCHCAN I;SE LARGE ARRAYS FOR 
F1NER GRIDS Ar-n 00 USTEADY CALCUG\TIO..-S 
CALCULATIONS FOR LARGE ARRA Y VER..~ION ARE TIlE SA1'.l£ AS WOSE 
FOR TIlE I.DWERJ)(MENSION PROORMIEXCPEI1l{A[ 
CClEFFICIENTS roRF.J). EQUATIONS ARE RECLALC1JLATED 
RA TliE){ "iliAI' SIGRID AND REUSED LATER 
llilS REQUIRES APPROXIMA'i"EL Y 25 PERCI:""NT MORE ·1ll'.1F. FOR EXEClTnON 
cC DEVELOPED BY 
C S.B.SAnrE 
c CODE 69ST. [)EPARTh1HrrOF MECHANICAL ENG1NF.ERLNG 
C U.S. NAVAL POSTGRAOUATE 50\00., 
MONTEREY. CA 93943 
TEL (408).(.46-24 17 
DITNET AD[)RESS: 5 140p(~AVPGS 
MODIFlED FOR UNSTEADY OPERA nON BY 
c D. E. WROBLEWSKI 
CODE 69WRO. DEPAR1MENT OF i\1ECHANICAL ENGL\lEERI.NG 










c c···· .. ··· .. uu •• *.u .. u .......... ** •••• ** ••• u ••••••••• 
LOGICAL eSTOP 
c INT£GER*4 t-:OW(l 4) 
c COMMON/eNTIA..STOP.ICAIL)STOP 
LOGICAL LSOL VE.LPRlNTLBI.K.U>1Or 
CQ\1MONF(3.\2_\35.5).p(J5.25J5).RIKXJ5.25,35),GAM(35)5J5), 
I CON(35.25.35),AKP(J5,25.35),AKt-.f(J5,25.J5),AP(J5,25.J _~). 
2 AJP(J5.25,J5).AIM(35.25,35).AJp(35.25,J.5),AJM(35.2.5,J5) 











COr.,fMON!l};TIXfRELAX(l3)lJ'RlNf( lJ).LBLK( I I ),NTlMF.S{ 10), 
IlSOL VE(IO),1Th-1EDT XL. YL2L,S.RHOCON,zERO,1l..M"T, 
2NF.l";'FI\ltAX,NP,l'.'RHO,NGMl,Ll,L2,L3,Ml.M2W,NI,N2,N3, 
JIST,JST.KST.ITER,LAST, 






















10 CALL VARRHO 





























LOGICAL LSOL VE,.I.1'RTh T J.BLK.,Lsrop 
CO~llI.l0N F05,25 ,35,5).p(35,25,35J.RHCXJ5,25,35).GA\1(35,25,35) 
I CON(35,25.35),AKP(J5,25,J5),AKM(35,25,35)AP(J5,25)5) 
2 AIJ'()5)5 .J.~),AL\.1(J5.25J5),A..IP(J5,l5,35).~:I(J5,25.J5) 
COM/'.fON (\c1h(J5.25, J5),ocIhO(J5,2.~,J.~),cpsi(35,25,J.~) 
J X(J5).xlJ(J5)XDIF(35),XCV(35),XCVS(35),tk.<..p.alJ~", 
4 Y(3 .~).YVm),YOlf(35),YCV(35),YCVS(J5),lmcltJpfe'.-(J5,l5, 35) 





1 FX(J5).FXM{35),l:-Y(J5),.F'\'N1(35),PT(J5),QT(J5),TOl D(35,25,J.~) 
2 FZ(J5).FZM( J~). VHA T(J5,25J5),WHA T<J5.15J5),U0LD(35,25,35) 
COMJ\.fONm\'DX'RELAX( 13 )'u'lm.'T( 13).UlLK( 11),NI1J\.1ES( 10), 
I L"DL \IE( 1O).TIr.1EDT XL, YL.lL,Sy.HOCON,ZER0.TLAST, 
21'iF,NFMAXNP,NRHO,NGAlvtLl,L2,lJJ,1I;'f2,M,1,NLN2.NJ, 
l IST,JST .KSTJIElW-AST, 
4lPREF)PREF.KPREF ).1ODE 
DIMENSION {X35), V AR05). VARJ\.1(35), V ARP(35).PHIBAR(J 5) 



















CC».tr-.fENCE TD~fA LINE BY LINE SWEEPS FOR SOLUTION 
lX)90K- KST,:'<2 
00 90 J=JST),l1 
PT(lS1F)=(l 
QT(lSTF}'-F(lSlFJ.KN) 
DO 10 l"'IST,L2 
DENOM-AP(UK}-PT(I-I)*AIlv1(U,K) 
PT(lrAIP(I,J.KYDp..jO~ 









00 190 KK=KSTN3 













180 F(l,J.KN)-F(1+ U.K.l'",)*PT(l)tQT(T) 
I90CON"J"DWE C-----------------
00290I=JST,U 
DO 290 K- KST,N2 
PT(JSTfPtl 
QT(JSTF)=F(lJSlT' .K.N) 




1 rAlP(LJ,K)*F(I+I.J.K.N)+AI/I.i(l,.IJ()*F(1- IJ.Kl'o) 
Qf(J)=(IEMP+AJM(lJX)'"<lT(J-I»)iDENO\t 
210 CONlTh'UE 

















































J +NP(I,I.K)"F(U 11.K..N)+AJM(lJ.K)OF(U-I.K.N) 
QT(K)=(JF..\tfP+AKM(LJ.K)"QT(K-l»)'OEN.)/vI 
S70CONTINIJE 
00 580 KKkKST,N2 
K=KTI-KK 





C·····u ....................................... . 
~routineRESET 
c································· .. ··· .. ······· 
LOGICAL LSOL VE,I.1'RlJ>.'T .LBLK.LSTOP 












2 fL,(35),l'Zlv( 35),VlIAT(15.Z5,35), WHAT(3S,25,35),lXXJ)(35,25,35) 
COMMONIINDX/RELAX(13),I.PRL'lT{IJ),LJ31.K( 11),N!Th1ES(to), 















EQUlVAI.ENCE(T'(l,1 ,1, 1),U(! ,! ,I»),(F(l.LI,2),V(l ,I,!») 














LOGICAL LSOL VE,ll'RINT,LBLK).SfOP 
C 











I FX(J5),.fX1I.1(35).FY(J5).FYM(35).PT(J5).Qj"(35),TOI 1)(35,25.35) 
2 fl.(35)..fL'>,.1(35).VHAT(J5.2.\3,'i),WHAT(J.5,25,J5),lXX..D(J5.25,3,'i) 
CO:-.t\,10N/lNDXlRELAX( (3),11'RIl\'T( IJ),LBLK( I J ).N'J1MES( I 0). 
I LSOL VE( JO).llME.DT.XL.YL2L,s,RHOCON,ZERO.TI.A:'T. 






CO~ION/CONV li£PSLJ,EPSY.EPSW,EPST.lCONV,ITFR I .TO(3,'i,25 .. '5),ENBAL 







EQUfV ALENCE(F( 1.1. 1, I ),U(l, I, I »,(F( 1.1.1,2).V(I, I, I 1). 
J (FO.UJ),W(J. l . I»JF(1.l.1.4)'pc(J,I.I)) 
2 .(F(J,l.l.5).T(1, J,l)) 
J FOR.\1AT(J5X'COMPtJrATlON IN CARlE<;JAN COORDINATES) 
2 FORJvfAT(J5X,'COMPUfATlON fORAXlSYMMF.TRIC SflUATION) 
3l"ORMAT(I,'iX,'COMPUTATION IN POLAR COORD[};ATES) 
"' FORMA,"H I4X.4O(IH*)//) 
-crd 
CO.\tE HERE TO CALOJLA 1E GRIDS SPECIFICATION 
" 
c·····u ........... . ....... . . . ....... . . . . .. . . ............ u 
sOOroutincGEOMET 
C· .. ••••••••• .. •••••••••• .. u • • • ** ... u.u .............. . . 








6 YCVR(35),YCVRS(35),ARX(J5),ARXJ(J5),ARXJP(J5),ap 1(35,25,J5), 
7 R(J5)..RMN(35),SX(J5),sXMN(35),XCVl(35)'xCVlP(J5) 
1\ YCVJ(J5),YCVJP(35)ZCVK(35),ZCVKP(35),st(35,25,15) 
COMJvl0N DU(35,25,35),DV(15,25,J5),DW(35,25 ,J5),FV(35),FVP(J5~ 
I FX(J5),fXM(35),FY(35)yYM(35),PT(35),QT(35).TOLD(35,25J5), 
2 FZ(35),FlM(35),VHAT05.25,35),\\fHAT(J5,25,35),UCILD(J5,25,J5) 
C<»'Th-fONllNDXlRELAX(lJ),LPRfNT( 13).LBLK( II ~NlTh1ES( 10), 





C! lARACIER· 10 lTIlE( lJ) 
C()/\'(MONICN1lJLSTOP,ICAll,ISTOP 
CO:-vftl..IONICONVJiVSU,EPSV,EPSW,EPSTJCONV,TTERl,TO(35,25,35),El\'BAL, 





DilvlENSION 11(35,25,35),\'(35,25,35), W(J5,25J ),PC(35,25,35) 
1JlMENSIONT(35,25,35) 
EQUIV AL£NCE(F( l, l.l, I),U(l , 1.1»,(F( J, 1,I,2),V( 1 ,1,1» , 
I (FO, I, I,3),WO,l,l» ,(F( U,l,4),PC(I,!,l» 
2 (F( I,I ,UJ,T(I , I,!) 
1 FORMAT(l5X,'COMPlJI'ATIOO IN CARTE.<iIA;', CCXJRDLNATES) 
2 FORMAT(l5X,'COl'vfPI.JTATIOK FOR AXISYM'v1EIRlC SmJA11ON') 
J FORMAT(l5X,'COMPlJI'ATION IN· POLAR CCORDINAlES,) 
4 fC'lMlAT(14X,4O( lH*)//) 










10 Y{J)=()S"(YV(l + I)+YV{J) 
Y(MIFYV(Ml) 
Z(IFZW{2) 
00 7 K=2,N2 
7 Z()()=O S"(ZW(K+ I)+ZW(K» 
Z(NI F ZW(N l) 
C-
















178ZCV(KrZW(K+ I)-ZW(K ) 











00 40 J=2)v12 
40 YCV(J}=YV(J+ I)-YV(J) 










































GO lD 68 
67 00 66 J=J.MJ 




00 70 J=J.MJ 
FV{1FARX.IP(.JyARX(J) 
70 FVP(J}- I.-FV(J) 
0085[=3.1..2 
FX~.5·XCV(l-1)IXDlf(l) 











































IF(\-IODEEQ 1) PRINT I 
&(MODEEQ.2) PRINT' 2 
IF(i\-IODEEQ J) PRIl'1T J 
PRI}.'T4 
COME HERETO CALCUALTE COEFFICiEJ','TS FOR flNITE D&f. EQNS C····· .. ···· .... · .. ·*·*· .... · .. ·*· .. · .... · .. ·*··*· .. · .. ·*· 
LOGICAL LSOL VE)"pRlNT ,lBLK.l'sTOP 
COMMONF(35.25)5,5).p(35.25,35).RH0(35,25,35),GAM(35,25,35), 








6 YCVR(35),YCVRS(35),ARX(35),ARXJ(J5),ARXJp(3 .~)~1(35.25.35t 





















EQUIVALENCEI,F(l .1.l . ll.lJ(I,I,I»,(F(l.I . I.2),V(l , I,I)l-
I (F( 1.l ,1.3l.W(I .I. I» .(F(I,I,I,4).PC(l, I, I» 
2 .(F(!,I .I ,5).T(l,I. I» 
C START or nl:.""R.A.TION LOOP KJR FACH ThfESTIP 
c 




C CALL PCOF TO CALOJLA TE PRESSURE EQN. COEF. 
IF(.NOr.LSOL VE(NF) GO TO 500 
CALLPCOF 



















413 LDN(lJJ()=CO"'{IJJ() t DU(U.K)* AP(U.K) · {P(I-I,J,K}-P(lJ,K» 
e 













DOS lJ K=2,N2 
ooSlJl=2,U 
00 513 J=3J\l12 
OON(lJ,K)=CON(lJ,K)+DV(lJ,K)*AP(l),K)*(P(lJ- I,K}-P(UK) 
51300nID1\1C: 













DO 523 1"'212 










































c WRITE.{", 0) , P: COEFF 3 
D03S1 K~2,N2 
DOJSIJ=2.M2 

























CO/l.tE HERE 'ID CORRELTTIfF. VELClCITIES---
























COEFFICIENTS A WEST AND AEAST 
AREA- YCV(J)"ZCV(K) 
FLOW- AREA"U(I+ I,J,K)"(FX(I+I)*RI-ICXI+I,J.K)+FXM(I+I)*RHOOJ,K» 
DIFF- AREA"2."GAM(l,J.K)'"CiAM(I+I.J.K)I(XCV(WGAM(l+ I,J,K)+ 
1 XCV(I+WGAM(l,J.K)+I.OE-20) 
CAllPROFIL 
JF(ABS(FLO\V).L T.IE-20) FLOW..o 
Alfo..1{I+I,J,KFACOF+AMAXI{ZERO.R.OW) 
A1P(l.J.K}=AIM{l+I,J.K)-FLOW 
COEfFl(lD..TS ANORTII AND ASQt.rrn 
AREA= XCV(J)"ZCV(K) 































C WRrTl'(*.*) 'T CCEFF 3 , 
006111=2.U 
006J1K-2.N2 











C WRJTE(' ,o) , T COEfF 4 ' 
006121=21-2 
00612J~2).12 
COEFFlCIDITS AOUf AND AL'ITO 
AREA= YCV(1)*XCV(I) 
Fl.oW~AREA·W(l)))*Rl-KXI), I) 





















C SAVE Oll) VALUES OF TFOR CONVERGE'JCE OIECKNG 
C 
TOLD{l.J,K)-T(T.JX) 
391\7 CO)','TI NliE 
CALL mMA 
c 
* .......................................................................... * ••• 
GO:)CONlmUE 
C C1-IECK FORCDN\ERGENCE IN lHlS TIME S1EP 





























DEL TMX=AMAX I (DEL Th1X,DEL 1) 
DEL.UMX=AMAXI(DELUMX,DELU) 
c DELv:-.1X=A.>"1AX1(DEL\I1'o.1X,DfLV) 




c if\ilC:ri .1e.20)goto6'J1 
C OlECK El'-'ERGY BALANCE AFTER D£l.1MX CRITERIA ~1ET 
CAlLNRGBAL 
fr-(ABS(ENBAL)LE.1.5) THEN 






C ITERATIONS ARE DIVERGING 1ERJ\.tINA1E RUN 
WRITI'.{*.*)' DIVERGING ITERATIONS: RUN TEIl.Mr'ATED' 
WRfrE(·, *) , TRY SMAU..ER RELAXA TJON FAL!ORS' 
SlUP 
ENDIf 
1F(I1ERI.GI.1COXl) '11 lEN 
CAlLNRGBAL. 
WRITE(4,O) X Y ,z,xU,YV ,ZW,tJO,VO,\"lOJ'.TO 
WIUTJO(*,*)' EXCEEDED MAX r-1JMBF:R OF ITFRATIONS PFR llMF STFP' 
WRITF..( ..... )' PROORAMlEIlJ>..1L'IATlNG 
v.Rfrn(*,*) , T1ME .... T1Mt:: 






C TIME STEP IS.'IOT CONVERGl:J): UPUATEBOL'NV."-.RY CO.'JVrnONS AND ITERATE 
prinl*,'I'lME- ','fTh.1E: DELT.\tx: ',DULT.\tx 
prinl*.'ENBAL: '.E>ffiAL'rnoR! ',fIERI 
prilll·,T(4.~.r, l,T{ 12. 7.9~ T{7,13.15) 
CALLB.'JVRY 
GOlD'" 
C TlIvIE STEJ' IS CONVERGED INCREMENI'fTh.fE A'IDITERAllOKCQUN1'ERS 
100 TlME- 11ME+DT 
TIER=ITER f J 
IF(Tl'.-fE,GE,1LAST] 
1 LSTOP=-,TRUF, 
c *""*,,***.* •• *.************************************.*--***.,, •• *.***. 
&1iblUll]i""INrRV 








I (F{1.1,U),W(I,I,I),(F(l, I,I,4),pc(I,I,I » 
,(F(l.l,1,5),T(l, I,I» 

















LOGICAl. LSOL VE.lJ'RlI".'Tl.BLK.LSTOP 
COM,\.10N F(J5 ,25,35,5 ),p(35,25,35),RHO(35,25,35),GAM(35,25,35), 








8 YCYJ(15), YCVJP(35),l.CVK(J5),lCVKP(35),~05,25,J5) 
COM'vION DU(35,25,J5)DV(J5 ,25,35),DW(35,25,35),FV(35),FVP(J5) 
I FX(35),F)0.1(35),FY(J5),FYM(35).PT(J5),QT(35),TOlD(35,25,35) 
2 F705),FZM(35), YHAT(J5,25,35), WHA T(J5,.25,35),lJOLD(35,25,35) 
COtvlMONI1"IDXffiEl AX(13),.1J'RINT(lJ)J..BLK(II),NTIMES(IO), 
11SOl VF~ 10), TlJ\.1£,DT XL,YL.ZL,S,RHOCON,ZERO,TI.AST, 




















COEFFICIENTS KIR TIlE C EQVATIOK 
C 
:-l.F=1 























C WRll"E,{'",*) 'U; C'OEFF2' 
00 1041=2,M2 
00 I04K=2,N2 











C WRITE(*.*)' U: COEFF 3' 
001051-3,L2 
00105K- 2.N2 



















CD£}TlCIENTS AiN AND AOI.IT 
J'1..FXCVI(I)*W(1J.2)oRHCl(l,J,I) 
Fl..M=XCVIP(l· I)"W(l-l)))*RH<Xl-1J, I) 
FLOWmYCV(W(FL- FtM) 












C WRfTE(*,.) 'U:COEFF5' 



















C TEMPORARY USE OF PC(U) TO SlDRE UHA T 
[)i)'i';] K=2.N2 - --












c· .. ············,.··· .. ······························· .. ··++ ......... . 
C 
!.UbmI!incVC'OF 













2 FZ(35),FZ1vI(3 5). \IHA T(35,2S)5 ), WHA T(35,25,35),UOLD(35,25,35) 
CDMMONIlNDXlRELAX( I 3),lJ'RINT(lJ ).LBLK(l ll,NT1MES( 10), 
lLSOLVE(lOl,T1JI..1EDT XL. YL,ZL.S,RHOCON,ZERO,1lAST, 
2NF,r-.l'MAX.NP.NRHO.NGA\f.Ll.L2L3.M 1,M2.M3,Nl,NU-lJ . 












DIMENSION T(35 ,25.JS) 
EQL'fVALENCE(F(l, I,I,I),U(I, I, I »),(1'(1.1 , 1,2), V( I, I, I»), 
I (F(I , I,I,3),W(I,I,I»),(1'(l,l,l,4).pc(J.J.J)) 
2 ,(F(I,1,1,5),T(I,1,1» 














COEFrlClENTS ANORlli A'ID ASOI.JIH 
f1 -=V(l,J,K)· (FY(J)·RHO(l,J,K)-'-FYM(J)·RHO(U-l,K» 






COEFFICIENTS AEAST ANDAWEST 














COEFFJClBITS AlN M'D Aour 




I 1(7..cV(K)*GAM(I,J,Ki 1;+7..cV(Ki I)*GAfv1(I,J,K)+ 
210E-20)·YCVJ(1) 
Gl'vfl\.1=GAfv1(I,J-IX)*GMI(lJ-1J(+1) 
I /(ZCY(K)*GA\f(l,J·l,K+ I;+ZCY(K+l)· 







C \.\'RITE{·,*) 'V COF.ff2 ' 
D0204H,L2 
00 204 Kz2.N2 













00 20~ K=2,N2 
COEFFICIENTS AEAST AND AWEST 
FL=YCVJ(J)"U(2,J.K)*Rl-IO(LJ.K) 
FLMs YCVJP(J-I )"U(2J-l.K)·RHO( 1,J-l.K) 
Fli)W- ZCV(K)·(Ft.+FlM) 




















































00 80')9 K=2,N2 
oo8099J-3~"U 
8099 VHAT(l,J,K)={AIP(J),K)·V{l+U,K)+AIM{l,J,K)·VO-l,J,K) 
I +AJP(lJ,K)·V(lJ ~ I,K)+AJM{l,J,K)·V{l,J-l.K) 




c C··············· .. ······ .. ··· .. ······ .. ······ .. ··· .. ··· .. ···· ....... . 
subroutineWCOF 































EQUIVAl£NCE(F(I,I, I,I),U(l,I,I»,(F( I,I, I.2),V(l,I,I»), 
I (F(l,l.l,3),W(I.I.I)'(F(I.I,I,4),pc(I,U» 





















AJO.1{l,J,K + I )'"ACOF+AMAX I{ZERO,fLOW) 
AKP(l,J,KrAKM(l,J,K+I)-FLOW 
COEfFICIENTS ANORlli AND ASOlnl [ 
FL~ZCVK(K)*V(l,J+I,K)* (FY(J+I)·RHCl(I,J+I,Kr-FYM{J+I)·RHO(I,J,K» 





Q.4 ... t-=-GAM(I,J,K- J)"GA,'.1(I,J+ l,K-I) 





AJM(I.J+ I ,K)=ACOF+A,\1AX J (ZERO,FLOW) 
AJP(I,J,KrAJM(l,HJ.K)-FtOW 
a:>£l<rlClENfS AEAST MID AWEST 
FL=ZCVK.(K)*U(T+ U.K)o(FX(T+ I )0RHO(!+ 1 J,K;+FXM(T+ I )"'RHO(lJ.K)) 





G:l.N=GA\4(l,JJ( · WGAM(ht,JJ(-I ) 
I I(XCV(I)*GAM(l+U,K-l)+XCV(h lj* 




AIM(I+ l).K)=ACOf+AMAX I(ZEROfLOW) 
All'(l,J.Kl-'AIM(l-I) ,K)-FLOW 
!O3 ffiNfL'WE 
C WRITE(*") ' W: COEfF 2' 
00304J=2.M2 
00 304 J"'2,L2 
COEFFlCIEl\'TS AlN At-.'D AOlH 
AREA- Y<·"V(WXcv(T) 
RJ)W=ARFA *RHO(LJ, I )*W(U.2) 
DlFF=AREA*GAM(I) ,I)ZCV(2) 
CALLPROflL 





) ().l COr-mNUE 
C \.\'RIlE(*,*) ' W: COEfF J' 
00 305 1· 2,l2 
00 lOS K" \ N2 
o)EFFlC[ENTS ANORTII AND ASOUTH 
FL-ZCVK(K)*V(I),K)*RHO(!, I..K) 
FLM=ZCVKP(K-l )*V{l2.K-I}"RHO(LIJ<- I) 
FIJ)W=XCyro*(FL+FlM) 
G~=ZC\1«K)·GAM(l, I .K)+ZCVKP(K- l)·GAM(I . I.K-l) 
DIFF=XCV(WGWYDIF(2) 
CALLPROf1L 
NM(l,2.Kr A(l)F+AMAX1 (ZERO,FLOW) 
FLEZCVK(K)·V(l,1'.f l .K)*R1IO(LMI.K) 







C WRJTE(",o)' W: C:0EFF4' 
DO 306 K=3,N2 
00 306J=2,M2 
C()EtTlCfENrSAEAST AND AWEST 
FL=ZCVK(K)"U(2,J.K)"RHCX1J.K) 
H...L\.1=ZCVKP(K- l )*U(2.J.K-l )*RllO(l J.K-l ) 















00 307 1=2.L2 
00 307 J=2,,\.12 
00 J07K=3,N2 
VQLooYCV(J)·ZCVS(K)*XCV(T) 





I (·AP(U,K)· VOL+AIP(U,K)IAlM(l),K)+AJP(lJ,K)+AJM(l,J,K) 
2 +AKP(LJ,K)+AK1'..f(I,J,K» 
JIRELAX(NF) 
····· .. ···· .. ··· .. ·· .. ············ .. ···················S<XlfCClcnn 

















c · ..... · · .. ·· .... · ... · .. ···· .. · .... · ........ ··· .. · .. · ........ · .... · ...... 
~PCOF 















CDMMONI1'lliXtRELAX( J 3),LPRINT( 13),LBLK( 11),NJ1MES( 10), 
lLSOL VE( JO),TIMFJlT,XL, Yl,lL,S,RHOCONZERO,TIAST, 














EQUIVALDlCE(F( I.I,I. l).U(I,I,I»,(F( I.I.I .2),V(1.1, 1», 
1 (f(l. l.I,.1),W(1,U»,(F(I, l,I,4)J'C(l.l.1) 
(F(I.1.1.5),T(I ,Ll» 













DO 502 K=2,N2 
AJM(J,2,Kj={I,O 
AJP(I.Ml,K}-O,O 










C WRJ1F,.{*,·)'PC: COEFF2' 
00504K=2.N2 
00 504 J=2,M2 
005041»1,1..2 
AREA- YCV(J)+ZCV(K) 
ARH()orAREA ""(fX(l+ I).RHO(J+ 1 ,J,K )+FXM(l+I)*RJ lCXU,K» 
FLOW=ARHO"PC(I+I,J.K) 
IF(l.EQl..2)FLOW- ARHO"iJ(LlJ.K) 
































LOGICAL LSOL VE.l.J'RlJ'; T .lBLKl-STOP 






























I (F(1,I,U),W(I,J,I»,(F( I , I,1,4),PC( J,I , l» 
2 ,(F(U,l,5),T(l ,1,1» C-----------------
10 f<OR.\.1A T(26( lJ-l*),3x,A 1O,3X,26( lH+» 
2OF0RJ\.1AT(1X,4H [=,16,619) 
30FQRc\.1AT(l X.ll-U) 
40 FOR/l.1A T(lX,I2,3X. 1P,7E9,2) 
5OFORMAT( JH) 
51 KJR.\.1AT( 1X,'I =',2X7(14.5X») 
52 FORMAT(IX,'X "', IP,7E9,2) 
53 FOR.\.1AT\I}-l ='. IP,7E~ , 2) 
~ FORMAT(IX,'J =',2X, 7(i·t 5X") 
55 Fffi\.1AT(lX'Y=',lP,7E9.2) 
';6 FORL"1AT(lX, 'K ~',2x' 7(l4,5X» 
57 FORMAT(lX,'Z=', IP,7E9.2) 
59 FOR"1AT( IX,'K ~',2X( 14) 
C .. + .... + .. •• .... •• .... • .... • •• .. ~·· ...... ** .... 
c Et'lIRY Ur-.1ESH 
XU(2)=(l 
DX=XUFLOAT(Ll-2) 











'"" C ............ ••• .. ••••••• .... • .. ····"··· .. • .. ••• .. ,, .. •••• 
C ..... •• ..... ·* ...... · .. **· .... *·· .. · .. · .. · .. ··· ...... 
LCXilCAL LSOI.VE.LPRlNI',LBLK,LSTOP 
COMMON f(J5.25.33.3),P(35.25.35).lUIO(J5,25,35),GAM(33.23.33), 
I CON(35.25.J.~),AKP{J5,25,35),AKM{35,25,J5).APl:3 .U~,35), 
2 AfP(3.~,25,35),AlM(3 .~,2-\35).AJp(J5,23,J3),A1M(35,25.J3) 
COM\10N dcIh(35,25,35),dcltil(J5,25,J5),cpsi(35,25,J5), 
3 X(35),xu(35),XDlF(35),XCV(33).XCVS{35).tk,cpJllatenl. 
4 Y(35).YV(35).YDIf{35).YCV(35).YCVS(35),tm:-lt.tpre .... (J5,25,J5) . 







OOMMONlINDXlRELAX( IJ)l.PRINT( 13),LBLK( II ),NI1MES(IO), 











D[l-...1ENSIOt-; U(35.25,35).VO·U5,35), W(35,25,35),pc(35,25,35) 
uunmonifoo::cl)j"orre(35,25,35),yforce(35,25,35),AOrt::e(35.25.35) 
DIMENSION T{35,25,35) 
EQUlVALENCE(f{I.I.1.1),U(l, I, I ) .(F(I.I.1.21'\/(I.l, I ), 
1 (f(I . I,I,J),W(J.U»,(F(l.U ,4)J'('{I.I.I» 
(F(l.LI.5).T(I.I,I» 
10 fORI\1AT(26(IW).3X,A10)X,2G(11-I*» 
20 FOMtAT(IX,4H I =,16,619) 
30fORMAT(lX, l l-lJ) 
-WFORMAT{tX,12,3X,IP,7F.9.2) 
5OFORMAT(lH) 
51 FORl"tAT(IX,'] ='.2X,7(I4.5X) 
52 fORMAT(lx"X ='. IP.7E9.2) 
53 fORMAT(,TH ='.lP,7E9.2) 
54 fORM.A.T(lX,·J =',2X,7(I4.SX) 
C 
55 FORMAT(lX, 'Y -=',lP,7E9.2) 
S6 FORMAT(IX'K "',2X7(1UX» 
57 FORMA111X,'Z=',lP,1E9.2) 
59FORMAT(IX,'K=',2X14) 
!F(NOT.lPRINT(J» GOT0 80 
""CONTINUE 








00 92 K " Z,N2 
D0 92 1=2,.L2 
p(1,1.KF(P(l2.K)*YCVS(J)-P(l3,K)*YDIF(2)yYOlF(3) 








DO 95 J=2.M2 
P( \,J.I)-P(2J,I)+P(IJ,l)-P(2,J,2) 
95 CONTINUE 
00 96 lz2,L2 
P(I, I. l)"'P(Ll,J)+P(l,1,1}-P(ll,2) 
96CUNTINUE 
P{Cl ,I:HP( I,I,2}+p(1,2,I)+PO,I,1)y3.0 
J'(Ll ,I .IF(P(U,I, J)+P(Ll .2, 1}+P(Ll ,1,2»)'3.0 
P(1 , I.N l)-{P(I ,I,N2)+P(1 ,2,Nl}+P(2,I ,N l)Y10 
P(IMl .1Rf'(1.M2.l)-'-p(I.Ml .2)+p(2}.11,L)YlO 
P(L l.M l.l)=(P(L2.Ml,J)+P(L \JvI2,I)+P(LI,MI) )1'3.0 
PI; 1M] ,N 1}=(p(2 ,1\.1 J ,NJ}+p(I.M2,N I)+ p( J,M I,N2)YJ .O 
P(l . l,MI,N IF{P(L2,MI,Nl)+P(L1.M2,Nl)+P(LI,MI,N2lYJ ,O 
PREF=p(lPREF,JPREF .KPREI') 















.... Titc(16 .50) 
c PRINT5Ul,l~IBEG,IEND) 
..... ritc(16.5 IXli9ocg,icnd) 
IF(MODE,EQ.3) 0010302 
c PRINT 52,(X(I),J=lBEG,IEND) 
..... riIe( IG.52)(x(i),i--ileg.icnd) 
G01OJOJ 
c 302 PRlNr 53.(X(J).I~lBEG.lEND) 
J02 .... rile(IG.5JXx(i).i-h:g,iend) 
JOJGOlOJOI 
31OJENlP() 
, PRINT 50 
.... Tite(lfi.50) 
JJJ lFOEND_EQMI)GO TOJ20 
JBEeF JENDt 1 
JEND= JEND+ 7 
JEND=MrNO(JEND.M l ) 














c PRINT 50 
"ritc(J6.~ 
c foRINT 51 _K~KBEG.KfJ','D) 
"rite(16,56)j, cnd) 






IF(.M)T,LPRINT(}.'F) 0010 999 
c PRINT 50 
write(16.50) 
c PRINT JO,lTIl£.(J';'F) 
..... ritc(J6.JO)litk:(rIf) 
'"' 








1F(NF.EQ10RNF.EQ.4) IFST- 2 
W(NF.EQ.2.oR NF.EQ.4) JF~"T=2 






















C PROBLEMDEPEND[NfPORTION C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC"CCCL'CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
BLOCK DATA 
C .. •• ••• • .. ••••• .... ** ...... n h .. ..... u ....... .... nh .. 
c LOGICAL u.,lOP 
c L"-;TEGfR*4 NOW(l4) 
c CO!VIMON/G.'l1JLSTOP.lCALL.l~"TOP 
LOGICAL LSOLVE,LPlUNT).BLK,LSTOf' 
C"OMMON F(:l5)5, 35,.~).P(35,25)5).RHO(35,25.35).GAM(35.25,J5), 
1 CON(35.25,15),AKP(35.25,15).AK/-.1(35,25.35),AP(35,25,35) 
2 AfI'U5,2$,J5),AIM(35,25,15).NP(15.25,35).A.lr-.1(35,25,35) 
CO/"o .. 1/I.1ON lk!h(35,25,35),dcllJ.)(:J$,2$,J5),cpsi(J5,2$J$), 
3 X(35)XU(3$)XDlF(3$)XCV(35),XCYS()5ttk,q'J.aJarelli. 

























EQUiV ALENCE(F( 1,1,1, J),U( 1,1, 1 » ,(F( I, 1,1,2). V(I,I, J », 
I (F(I,I,IJ),W(I,I,I» ,(F(I,I,I,4)J'C(I. I,I» 
,(F(I,l,l,5),T(1 ,I,l) 
DATA NRvlAX,NP,NRllO,NGAM/5,6,7,R1 
DATA L~"lDP ,1'soL VE.,LPRINrm-.F ALSEJ 
DATA MODE,llME,ITER,!RE.<;ID, ITERI/I,O,O,O,I! 
DATARELAX,N!'J}.1ESllJ*.3,W5/ 
DATA LBLKlII*.lRL'E! 
DATA DT,IPREF,JPREf .KPREF ,RHOCONI .F.+ 10, 1, 1,1. 1.01 C··*·**······**············ .. ··· .. ······ .... · .. ······ .... · .. ·· .. ·. 
C 1\1'=1,2,3 STAND FOR U,V ANDWVEUXTIlES 
C 1\1'=4 IS FOR PRESSURE 
C 1\'F~5 IS FOR TE/l.-1PfRA1URE 
C LSOLVE=TRUE SQLVES'ffiATPARTIQJLARPHI 
DATA (LSOL\IE(I),1=1,6)1ii·TRUEJ 
C DATA(LSOLVE(I),l=I ,6)14·.FALSE ... TIUJE., .fALSE./ 
C ll'RINT(NF')-'TRUE ffilNTS VARIABLE ASSOCIAlED w m l J\'FON CAU.JNG PRJNr 
c DATA LPRf1-.;'T(I), LPROO(5)12·TRUEJ 
C TERMINATE ITERAll0KSATITER~LA.'IT 
DATA LAST!JOO/ 
C UNDERELAXATIONFACTORS 
c DATA RELAX( l),RELAX(2),RELAX(J).RllAX(-I-)Kl.7,0 7,0.7 .. 7! 
c DATARELAX(5).RELJ\X(6)1 7,7! 
C TTIlES FOR TIlE FIElD 1'Rll\'TOlJTS 
DATA lTILE( 1 ),lll1.£(2),1TILE(3),TIILE(~),1TIlE(6)1 
I'V':V:W,'T','P'! 
C NUMBER OF SWEEPS IN THE LN£·BY-UJ\"E 'f1)\IA ALGORITHM 
c DATANi1MES(4),NllMES(5)12·2/ 
102 
C TOLERANCES FOR CONVERGENCE 
DATA EPSU,EPSV l:PSW,EI'ST/I ,OE.3, I ,OE·3, 1.OF.·3.5.0E·21 
DATAZERO'OJ 
c······· .... ·· .. ··········· .. ········ .. · .... · .. ······ .... ···· C············· .. ······ .... · .. ······ .... ········· .... ········· SVBROtmNE USE 
c······· .. ···· .. · .. ·········· .. · .. ··· .. ··· .. ······ .. ········· C IF LARGER NUMBER OF GRm POINTS IS TOBE USE/), l1fE DlMI::"'NSIOl' 
C STATEMENfS MUST BE CHANGED1HROL'GHTI-lEPROGRA,\fTO ACO)MOOAIF. 
C VALUES GRAETER lliAN (28.26)8) Ere 
c··········· .. ····· .. ··········· .. ······················· .. 
c LOG1CAl.LSJUP 
c lNIEGER*4 KOW(14) 
c C()Io,Th1ONICNIlAST'OP.ICAlLISTOP 
LOGICAL !.SOL VE,LPRlNfl.BLKJ..STOP 
C'OMr.1ON F(3,'i,25,1S,S)J'(3S,2,'i,35),RJ iO(35,2S,35),GAM(35,25,J5). 
I CON(35.25,J51,AKP(J~.2,'i,J5),AKM(J5,2,'i.J,'i).AP(J5.25.J5). 
2 AIP(35 .2.'i.J5),AIM(J,'i.25,J5},AJP(J5.2,'i,35)~(J.'i.25,35) 
c:oMJI<K)Ndelh(35,2,'i,35).delI~35,25,J5).epsi(J.'i.25,35), 
3 X(35),XU(J5),xD1t"(35).XCV(35),XC\'S(15).tk,cp,aWeut, 
4 Y(J5),YV(J5),YDIF(3,'i).YCV(J ,'i),YCVS(3.'i1,trneltlpn:\:(J,'i,2,'i.35). 
5 Z(35),Z\V(35).,ZDIFn,'i),zcv(J,'i).ZCVS(J5)~J,'i,25,35), 
6 YCVR(35).YCYRS(35),ARX(J5),ARXJ(35),ARX.IP(3,'i).ap l(35.2.'iJ5), 
7 R(3.'i).ru.fN(3,'i),SX(J5),SXMl\'(3,'i)XCVI(3,'i)XCVIP(3.'i), 
H YCVJ(35).YCVJP(3 ,'i),l.CVK(3.'i)2CVKP(3,'i),1.:I(35,25,35) 
COM'MON DU(J5,2,'i,35),DV(35,25,J5),DW(J5.25.J5).FV(J5).FVP(J5), 
I FX(J5»)'XM(J,'i),FY(35) .. FYM(3,'i).PT(J5),QT(J5).TOLD(35,25,35). 
2 FZ(35).F"LM(-'S),YHAT(J,'i,25,15).WHAT(35,25,:J,'i).UO!.D(35,25,35) 
COM'MONih"DXffi.El.AX(13)l1'RINT(lJ)l.BLK( II ),NJTh.1ES( 10). 













DIMENSION U(:J5,25.35). V(3 ,'i.25.15~ W(J,'i,2,'i,35)J'Q35.25,3,'i) 
DIl\.1ENSJON T(J 5),'iJ5),i1n.11(35,25.35),xul(35).. Y" 1(3_~)..lw I(J~) 
EQUlYAlENCE(F(J.l ,J.ll.U(I ,I. I)1,(F(I.I,J,2). V( I,J,J )), 
J (F(I.I.I,J).W(I .l,l».(f(l. I. I.4)J'C( l.l,J) 
2 ,(F(I,1, 1.5),T(l,1,t)) 
DIMENSION PlrlTM(IO) 
DATA IPRRRTOL.lIPRIJ .. OJHE·,'i.I/C··· .... ••• .. ••••••• .. • .. •••••• .. •••••• ... • ..... 
c 
C OO/l.1AIN LENGHrS L'ITHE 3 OJRECrIONS 
YL- 504 
ZL=~,04 






































c WRlTE('.or INTllAL TIME' 
T[ME'='O.O 
C [NTnA!. TIME STEP 
c WRflE(* ,*)'1}.'mAL TIME STEP' 
DT~JO 
C m::RATIONS STOP ATIlER" U\ST 
c \VRfTE(*.*)'FL"",SHl1,\1E' 
11.AST"' I(OOO 
C HOW MANY TIMES SHOUl...D RJll DATA BE PRINTED TO FILE 








C Rl::AD RAYlEIGH NUMBER 
c WR!TE(*,*)'RAU--' 
RA=LlSc3 
C READ PR.'ID1L NU~ffiER 
c ~.*)'PRANJL~' 
PR"24 





C READ RATIOOF mNDOCI1VITIES 
c WRl'IE(*:rRATJOOFmNUUcn:vrllES (CHlP-"fO.fLUJD)' 
RC=2J60.0 




c WRITE(*.*)'RATIO OF mNDUCJ1YrTIF.5 (LID-TO-FLUlO)' 
RLr=271.0 
WRI1E(*.*)'RATIOOF CONDUCI1VJTIES (AIR-TO-fLUID)' 
RR-(},42 
WRITE(*.*)"RATIOOF mNDUCITVTI1ES (SOillER-TO-FLUID)' 
Rc;...796.0 
WRITE(*. *)'RA TIO OF CONDUCTIVITIES (GOl.D COATING-"fO.FLUJD)' 
R."I~J90'JO 
C READ RATIO OF lHEJU ... IAL INEKJ1A 




WRITE(*, *)'RATIO OF RHO*CP (PACKAGE-"fO.FLUJD)' 
RJlOCl'=J.68 




c \VRITE{*,*}'RA no OFRHO*CP (SOiDER-TO-fLUID)" 
RHOCG=O.68 
~ \VRITE(*.*)'RATIO OfRHO"CP (GO!.D-TO-H.UID)' 
RlJOCM=J.36 
C READ WHETI-!ER TO RAMP SOURCE 1ER\1.S 
c \'JRITE(*.*)'RAMP SOURCE TERMS (OI J)' 
JRAl\.1P=J 
C OE.lERJ\ITNE IF WA}rrro USE APREVlQUSL Y CO:-.tPI.JIED SOLUTION AS 
CA."JJ]\.'IllALGUESS 




CREAD IN REl.AXATIONPARA.\.1ETERS 







C PROVIDF TNl'llAL GUESS. TIlE PROGRAM SOL YES FOR TIlE INTERIOR POu.,-rs 
CONLY. HEI'CF. n!E BOUNDARY VALlJSE FOR TIlE TEMPERAnJRES AT THE HOT 
C AND COLD BOUNDARIES IIA VE BF.EN ALREADY SPECIFIfl) 
DOIOOI=I.L1 
DO lOO 1='J.Ml 




DO 101 I= I.LI 
00 101 j=IM I 





1F(1. r-'f:.l .I)T(I.J.Kr O.075 







[f {l.LEXAND I. GE 4,At-.'D 
I (JGE4AA'D.J.LE9ORJGEII.AA'D.JLEI6 
2 OR.J.GE.lt(,AND.J.LE.2]),AND,{ 
.1 K.GE.4.AND, K.IF.9ORK.GE.1I.Ac'illKLE.l6 
4 ORK.GE, It(,AA'D.J, l.E2J)) n IE" 
C CHIP AND AIR GAP 
W(lEQ,7)I}\EN IF, 
I (J,GEA,AND.J,1.E9 0IU.GE II.AND.HE.16 
2 OfUGEI8.AND.JLE.Bj.ANU ,( 
) KGE4A'4lJ. KLE,Y,OItK.GE,I I.ANDKl.EI6 







2 ORJ.GE.20.ANDJ .LE.2l).AND.( 






c AIR SPACE ABOVE 0llP 

























[f (lEQ.9) lliEN 
IF( 
I (J.GE,4.ANOJ.LE.9.0RJGEII AND.llE 16 
2 ORJGE.1SANOJ.LE23).M'O,( 
J KGE.4.AND. K L.E,9,ORK.GE.l LM'DKLE.16 





C FLUID BEWIEEN 0iIP AND SUBSffiA IT 
IFO·EQ·3)TI!Et __ 
IF( 
1 JGE,4,MD.1.LE,9,ORJ.GE,I I.AND.J.l.E.l6 
2 ORJGE.lRA.'IDJLE23,AND 
3 KGEA,AND. KLE,9,QRKGE.lI.ANl).Kl.IiI6 





















































































JF(A8S(YVJ(J)-YV(J)).GT IE-7) TIIEN 
IOlKml 




JF(ABS(ZWI(K)-YV(K))GI IE-7) TI-IEN 
lCHK=j 
WR1TE( •• *) 'K. YV(K),ZWI(K)',K. YV(K),ZWI(K) 
ENDJF 
104 o:x...'llNUE 
JF(Ja-rK.EQ,I ) STOP 
REIlJR."< 
c C·· .. ··• .. •••·••· .. ••· ... ·•· .. · .. ••·•· .. · .... •u • 
IU:'I1JRN 
c··················· .... ········ .. · ... ··········· C [NCORPORATEBOLiNDARYCONDITiONS 




rClJ,N l pTClJ,N2) 
864 C()t.,.'llNUE 
0086~J= I ) .. l1 
00865K= I.Nl 
C ADIABATIC SIDE (X=Q) 
T(l,J,KrT (2.J.K) 
r(L I,J ,K}=O 
86~ O)NTINUE 
[x) 866H,Ll 
00 866 K= I.Nl 






IF(lTERNE,O) no lD400 
PRTI\'T40J 
401 FonM.AT( IX:Su-.1PLER'j/) 
ANUO,D=()O 
400 COl\T1"<L'E 













C CQNTRIBlmONS TO HOT WALL NUSSELT NO. FROM SIDOS OF CHIP 
00665 1- 3.9 
















I «('t"CY(I7)+YCY( 18») 
ENOIF 
ELSE 
ACHPSI3=ACJ-WSB+ 2. *(T(l1O.K)-T(l9j(»*XCY(l)*ZCY(K)' 
1 «yCY(lO)ll{RT+YCY(9))) 




C COl'.."TRlDUTIONS FORM 7"sIDES OF CHIP 
D0664J~ IO,17 












DO 666 J=2,Ml 






















C ON CONVERGENCE, Stv1AX SHOUlD BE VERY &\.iAll (lESS lliAN LO~) 
C SSlJM SHOLD ACHIEVE A SMALl. VALUE WTIHIN A FEW ITERATIONS, WELL. 
C BEFORE CONVERGENCE. SSUM WILL NJT BE SMAll. IF TIlE BOUNDARY 
C CONDmONS ARE Nor WRITTEN CUffiECILY 
XJlER" Fl.()AT{lTER) 
\OVRITE(2 1,*)ITER.T(22,15,15),T(23. 15. 15),SSUM 
XiTER5=f"WAT(llERilPR) 
IF(ABS(Xll"EM'LOA T{IPR)-XITER5).L T 1.E-5) 1HEJ'-: 
IRESu::.l 
c PRrNT403.tTER.rIERL,1lME,SSUM,T{6,14,14),V(6.22,14).ENBAL 
c \'JRJ1E( 12,1121) TIME.ANUHor ,ANUCLD,ASUBJITCAP J-ITCAPI 
"'m 
4tH FORMAT (16J4.5E I2.4) 
404 FORMAT (T6,4EI2.4) 
())I-,.1p{JI"E LOCAL AND GLOBAL NUSSELT NUMBERS AS fIERA"ll0NS PROCEED 
IF( j"JER.EQ2~.OR.ITEREQ.50lOR.ITEREQ.7~ 
1.OR.ITER..EQ. 1 OOlOR..IlEIlEQ. 12~.OR.ITEREQ 1500 








\\IRIlE(S. *)TT'ER,M1AX( 1),AAfAX(2).RMAX(3),\{J\1AX(S)' 
WRIlE(fI,·)nER,R.\.-lAX(I),RMAX(2).M1AX(3).RMAX(5) 
WRHE(S."')' V(IO, 14. 14).T(8.14,1 4),V{6,22,14),T(W,14.14)' 
WRIlE(S,') V(IO.14,14).T(S, 14,14),V(6.22,14),T(6,22, 14) 
WRJlE(S.· )'A"l1,l-Ior - '.ANUHar,' HTCAP1 ... .HTCAJ'1 
\'-/RrrF.(fI.*)'ANUOD ~',ANUan: HrCAP=' JITCAP 
WRfIT.(S")' AGll'S>o ',ACHPS,' AOIPT'.ACHPT 
\VRTI E(8,*) ' AOfPB=',AG-iPB,' ASUB',ASUll 
WRITE(8,') ' ACHPSI? ',AClrPSR,' AQlPST ',AOIPST 
WRIlE(8,,) , ASUBB= ·.ASUB8,' AGAP ',AGAP 
1F(ITh1E.GE.TLASTOllLSTOP) lHEN 
\\IR.JlE(8,·)RA- '.RA . .'PR=',PR 
\VRIlE(IP)'ztp 2L. '.RC='Jl.C 
\¥RITE(S")'R.<;~',R.s: XU 1C=',.XLJ-iC 
ENDIF 
WR.rlr.(8.·)'········u ................ * ............ . 
c 
C CHECK TO SEE \V1IETIIER TO V,'RITEDATA TDFllE 
1F(I1ME. GE.PirlTM(llPR)) 'llil::N 
WRfIE(7,.) X. Y,Z)l.1J.'lV ,ZW.U,V,W ,P,T 
TIPR-TTPR+j 
WRlTl:!(!!''')' DATA \.l;lUTIEN TDF1l.E!'OR TlME u',TII,,!E 
END" 
C 





WRITE{S,*) 'ITME- ','IlME,' TIME S1EP CHA"'GI:illlO DT=',DT 
oJ", 
DT=DT"'1.l 




C WRJll: L\I ORDER TO CQMME'ICtc: NEW f'ROOLEM 
'l'lRlTFn,') X,Y,7,XlJ:YV ;z».I,UV,W,P,T 
\\,RITE{8,O)' DATA WRlTll::N 10 ,FILE KJR TIME =','lTh1E 







c .... • .. ••• .. •••••• ............ • .............. .. 
ENTRY DIFFUS 












C DIFFUSIVITY FOR lHE U. VOR W EQUATIONS 
IF(IMAT(I,J,Kl,NE.O) lHEN 





C DIFFUSIYm' FOR TIlE R.'EROY EQUATION 
IF (NF,EQ.5) '(HEN 
IF(Th.{AT(l,J.K),EQ.-l ) 1lIEN 
GA.\.l(LJ,K)-RSl(RA +PR)+*05 























IF (NFNF..2 ,AI>.1)_ NT"'L~) RD1JR .... 
C SOURCE TI:RMS All£: EVALUATID ONLY FOR lNl1:RlOR POlNfS 
00501 1~2,L2 
D050IJ- 2,rv!l 
00 50l K-2.N2 
If (NfEQ,2)1111:!l''; 




C L'fIERFACE, SL"CE -11 If', YH.1XITY L JS FVALCAITD A T1l-lI] NIERFACE 
TM- FY(J)*T(LJ,K)+FYM(J)"T(LJ-l,K) 
CDNl='I:'>1 










c··****· .. • ..... • ....... • ........... • .... • .. • ......... •• ............... •••• .......... ••• ....... •••• 
fu'WC1D=(),1I 
IITCAP--{) 0 
DO 780 J- v.,ll 
00 730 K-2,N2 
aJi'fTINUE 
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